20 fake fur
2001 royal rex rabbit optics plush
2010 rabbit optics
2010 rabbit optics patterned
2010 rabbit optics plush
2011 rex rabbit optics
2040 mink optics
2042 lamb optics
2041 hamster optics
2045 chili
2047 fox optics
2049 bear optics
21 real fur
2102 fox Magellan
2109 klagan lamb
2110 rabbit
2110 rabbit shortened
2110 rabbit colored
2110 rabbit shortened / velours
2111 rex rabbit
2111 rex rabbit knitted
2112 rex rabbit knitted / wool
2113 fawn light shadow fox
2114 golden island fox
2115 red fox
2116 blue frost fox
2117 blue fox
2118 shadow blue frost fox
2119 silver fox
2120 korsak fox
2121 arctic marble fox
2122 coyote
2123 goat
2123 goat printed cheetah
2123 goat printed zebra
2124 cow
2125 zebra
2140 mink
2142 merino lamb medical
2142 wool sheep lamb
2163 tibet lamb
2164 tibet lamb
2165 merino lamb / velours
2165 merino lamb patch / velours
2179 sable

25 leather
2550 lamb leather
2551 python
2552 pig velours
2555 goat velours
2556 cow leather
27 feathers
2777 feathers
2799 feathers ostrich
30 cashmere merino silk
3035 cashmere merino silk purl
3036 cashmere merino fine knitted
3036 – 36 cashmere merino silk baby
3037 cashmere merino silk personalized
3040 cashmere merino silk mink
31 100% cashmere
3135 100% cashmere coarse
3136 100% cashmere fine
3140 100% cashmere mink
33 100% lambswool
34 50% wool – 50% polyacryl
3435 50% wool – 50% polyacryl coarse
3437 50% wool – 50% polyacryl personalized
38 merino jersey
40 velvet
50 silk
70 satin
83 80% wool – 20% polyamide
84 alpaca mix
86 100% wool
87 lambswool mix
8787 40% lambswool – 25% viscous – 15% polyamide
8790 lambswool mix braided
88 cashmere mix woven
94 fleece micro-polyester
95 fleece cotton mix

KATRIN LEUZE
- COLLECTION -

2001 FAKE FUR ROYAL REX RABBIT OPTICS / PLUSH
reverse with plush

2001 01 43
PLAID RYAL REX RABBIT OPTICS / PLUSH

This elegant and high-quality fake fur
invites for cuddling. Luxurios throws
and fitting cushion with a beautiful
plush back lining.
Cushions are delivered with filling.

2001 01 41
CUSHION ROYAL REX RABBIT OPTICS / PLUSH

2001 FAKE FUR ROYAL REX RABBIT OPTICS

KATRIN LEUZE
- COLLECTION -

COLORS ROYAL REX RABBIT OPTICS

ecru beige

ecru grey

brown

anthracite

silver grey

2001 FAKE FUR ROYAL REX RABBIT OPTICS

KATRIN LEUZE
- COLLECTION -

2010 01 50
HOT WATER BOTTLE RABBIT OPTICS
The cuddly hot water bottle is the perfect companion on cold winter days. The hot water bottles are
made in Germany and investigated by TÜV.
content: 1,85 l

COLORS RABBIT OPTICS PATTERNED

beige mel.

grey mel.

2010 FAKE FUR RABBIT OPTICS PATTERNED

KATRIN LEUZE
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2010 FAKE FUR RABBIT OPTICS PATTERNED
reverse with wool/cashmere or jersey
In Europe this elegant, high quality woven fur is manufactured and printed with a tasteful fantasy
pattern. Luxurious cushions, throws and lifestyle accessories are made from it. It can hardly be
distinguished from real fur.

2010 01 43
PLAID RABBIT OPTICS PATTERNED
The plaids are perfectly light and cuddly thanks to the wolle/cashmere mix or jersey on the reverse.
size: 140x180cm / 140x200cm / special size on inquiry

2010 01 41
CUSHION RABBIT OPTICS PATTERNED
Cushions in size 40x40cm and 50x50cm will
be delivered without filling. The cushion in size
50x30cm will be delivered with goose featherfilling.

2010 FAKE FUR RABBIT OPTICS PATTERNED

KATRIN LEUZE
- COLLECTION -

2010 FAKE FUR RABBIT OPTICS / PLUSH
reverse with plush

2010 21 43
PLAID RABBIT OPTICS / PLUSH
size: 130x170cm / 150x200cm

This elegant and high-quality fake fur
invites for cuddling. Luxurios throws and
fitting cushion with a beautiful plush back
lining.
Cushions are delivered with filling.

2010 21 41
CUSHION RABBIT OPTICS / PLUSH
szie: 45x45cm

2010 FAKE FUR RABBIT OPTICS / PLUSH

KATRIN LEUZE
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COLORS RABBIT OPTICS / PLUSH
white

beige

light grey

2010 FAKE FUR RABBIT OPTICS / PLUSH

KATRIN LEUZE
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2010 FAKE FUR RABBIT OPTICS
reverse with wool/cashmere or jersey
In Europe this elegant, high quality woven fur is manufactured and printed with a tasteful fantasy
pattern. Luxurious cushions, throws and lifestyle accessories are made from it. It can hardly be
distinguished from real fur.

2010 00 43
PLAID RABBIT OPTICS
The plaids are perfectly light and cuddly thanks to the wolle/cashmere mix or jersey on the reverse.
size: 140x180cm / 140x200cm / special size on inquiry

2010 00 41
CUSHION RABBIT OPTICS
Cushions in size 40x40cm and 50x50cm will be
delivered without filling. The cushion in size 50x30cm
will be delivered with goose feather-filling.

2010 FAKE FUR RABBIT OPTICS UNI

KATRIN LEUZE
- COLLECTION -

frontside

backside

2010 90 43
PLAID WOOL RABBIT OPTICS BORDER
size: 140x150cm

2010 FAKE FUR RABBIT OPTICS UNI

KATRIN LEUZE
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2010 00 50
HOT WATER BOTTLE RABBIT OPTICS
The cuddly hot water bottle is the perfect
companion on cold winter days. The hot water
bottles are made in Germany and investigated
by TÜV.
content: 1,85 l

2010 00 60
COSMETIC BAG RABBIT OPTICS
A bamboo charm decorates this small
trendy bag! It is the ideal trendy companion
for the coming autumn and winter. It will
draw attention to itself!
size: 19x14cm

2010 00 66
BAG SMALL RABBIT OPTICS
Small but nice! This trendy woven fur bag
can be hung from the wrist. It is an ideal
modern companion for the coming
autumn and winter. It will draw attention
to itself!
size: 21x12cm

2010 FAKE FUR RABBIT OPTICS UNI

KATRIN LEUZE
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2010 00 72
BAG RABBIT OPTICS
The trendy pouch is the ideal modern companion for the coming autumn and winter. It will attract
attention to itself!
size: 45x40cm

2010 00 68
IPHONE BAG CLASP RABBIT OPTICS
The trendy iPhone pouch can be hung on every hand
bad with the high quality silver clasp. It is the ideal
companion for the coming autumn and winter. It will draw
attention to itself!
size: 10x19cm

2010 00 71
SHOULDER BAG RABBIT OPTICS
This modern shoulder bag is the ideal
companion for the coming winter. It will
draw attention to itself!
size: 13x22cm

2010 FAKE FUR RABBIT OPTICS UNI

KATRIN LEUZE
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2010 00 23 / 2010 00 27
HEART / POM POM RABBIT OPTICS
The cute hearts and pom poms turn every bag and keychain into a trendy eye catcher!
size heart: 5cm
size pom pom: 8cm

2010 FAKE FUR RABBIT OPTICS UNI

KATRIN LEUZE
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RABBIT OPTICS UNI COLORS

light grey

grey mel.

graphite

taupe

nougat

dark brown

military

blau - grau

rosa

2010 FAKE FUR RABBIT OPTICS UNI

KATRIN LEUZE
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2011 FAKE FUR REX RABBIT OPTICS
reverse with wool/cashmere or jersey
In Europe this elegant, high quality woven fur is manufactured and printed with a tasteful fantasy
pattern. Luxurious cushions, throws and lifestyle accessories are made from it. It can hardly be
distinguished from real fur.

2011 01 43
PLAID REX RABBIT OPTICS
The plaids are perfectly light and cuddly thanks to the wolle/cashmere mix or jersey on the reverse.
size: 140x200cm / BS wool/cashmere
size: 140x180cm / BS jersey

2011 FAKE FUR REX RABBIT OPTICS

KATRIN LEUZE
- COLLECTION -

2011 01 41
CUSHION REX RABBIT OPTICS
Cushions in size 50x50cm will be
delivered without filling. The cushion
in size 50x30cm and 60x40cm will be
delivered with goose feather-filling.

2011 01 50
HOT WATER BOTTLE REX RABBIT OPTICS
The cuddly hot water bottle is the perfect companion on cold winter days. The hot water bottles are
made in Germany and investigated by TÜV.
content: 1,85 l

2011 FAKE FUR REX RABBIT OPTICS

KATRIN LEUZE
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COLORS REX RABBIT OPTICS
champagne

snowtop beige

2011 FAKE FUR REX RABBIT OPTICS

KATRIN LEUZE
- COLLECTION snowtop brown ecru

grey camel

2011 FAKE FUR REX RABBIT OPTICS

KATRIN LEUZE
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2040 FAKE FUR MINK
reverse wool/cashmere
This luxurious woven fur modelled on real mink was manufactured in Europe and has been
implemented in trendy lifestyle accessories.

2040 00 43
PLAID MINK OPTICS
The throws lend a luxurious touch to your living rooms and bed rooms. The throws are padded with
wool / cashmere.
size: 140x180cm / special size on inquiry

2040 FAKE FUR MINK OPTICS

KATRIN LEUZE
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2040 00 41
CUSHION MINK OPTICS
The cushions lend a luxurious touch to your living rooms and bed rooms. Cushions available in sizes
40 x 40 and 50 x 50. Supplied without filling.

2040 00 50
OT WATER BOTTLE MINK OPTICS
The cuddly hot water bottle is the perfect companion on cold winter days. The hot water bottles are
made in Germany and investigated by TÜV.
content: 1,85 l

2040 FAKE FUR MINK OPTICS

KATRIN LEUZE
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2040 00 60
COSMETIC BAG MINK OPTICS
A bamboo charm decorates this small
trendy bag! It is the ideal trendy
companion for the coming autumn and
winter. It will draw attention to itself!
size: 19x14cm

2040 00 23 / 2040 00 27
HEART / POM POM MINK OPTICS
The cute hearts and pom poms turn every bag and keychain into a trendy eye catcher!
size heart: 5cm
size pom pom: 8cm

2040 FAKE FUR MINK OPTICS

KATRIN LEUZE
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2041 FAKE FUR HAMSTER
reverse with plush or wool/cashmere

2041 01 43
PLAID HAMSTER
size: 150x200cm

2041 01 43
PLAID HAMSTER
size: 140x180cm reverse wool/cashmere

2041 FAKE FUR HAMSTER

KATRIN LEUZE
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2041 01 41
CUSHION HAMSTER
reverse plush
size: 45x45cm

2041 FAKE FUR HAMSTER

KATRIN LEUZE
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2042 FAKE FUR LAMB
In Europe this elegant, high quality woven fur is manufactured and printed with a tasteful fantasy
pattern. Luxurious cushions, throws and lifestyle accessories are made from it. It can hardly be
distinguished from real fur.

2042 00 43
PLAID LAMB / 100% LINEN
The plaid in lamb optics with 100% linen on the reverse is the perfect companion for summer and
winter.
size: 140x180cm

2042 FAKE FUR LAMB

KATRIN LEUZE
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2042 00 19
FUR LAMB OPTICS
size: 75x100cm

2042 FAKE FUR LAMB

KATRIN LEUZE
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2045 FAKE FUR CHILI
reverse with jersey
In Europe this elegant, high quality woven fur is manufactured and printed with a tasteful fantasy
pattern. Luxurious cushions, throws and lifestyle accessories are made from it. It can hardly be
distinguished from real fur.

2045 01 43
PLAID CHILI
The plaids are perfectly light and cuddly thanks to the jersey on the reverse.
size: 140x180cm / special size on inquiry
2045 01 41
CUSHION CHILI
Cushions in size 40x40cm and 50x50cm will be delivered without filling.

2045 FAKE FUR CHILI

KATRIN LEUZE
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2045 01 50
HOT WATER BOTTLE CHILI
The cuddly hot water bottle is the perfect companion on cold winter days. The hot water bottles are
made in Germany and investigated by TÜV.
content: 1,85 l

2045 01 60
COSMETIC BAG CHILI
A bamboo charm decorates this small trendy bag! It is the ideal trendy companion for the coming
autumn and winter. It will draw attention to itself!
size: 19x14cm

2045 FAKE FUR CHILI

KATRIN LEUZE
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COLORS CHILI

biege mel. brown

grey dark grey

2045 FAKE FUR CHILI

KATRIN LEUZE
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2047 FAKE FUR FOX OPTICS
reverse wool/cashmere

brown mel.

2047 FAKE FUR FOX OPTICS

KATRIN LEUZE
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ecru mel.

grey mel.

beige mel.

cognac mel.

2047 01 43
PLAID FOX OPTICS
size: 140x200cm

2047 FAKE FUR FOX OPTICS

KATRIN LEUZE
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2049 FAKE FUR BEAR OPTICS
reverse with wool/cashmere

grey mel.

camel mel.

2047 01 43
PLAID BEAR OPTICS
size: 140x200cm

2049 FAKE FUR BEAR OPTICS

KATRIN LEUZE
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2102 FOX MAGELLAN
The fur for those products comes from wild animals in South America. The products are designed
and processed in Germany.

2102 00 43
PLAID FOX MAGELLAN
The Magellan fox fur blanket/throw is soft and cuddly and wonderfully warming. The light fur invites
you to rest and can be draped decoratively due to its beautiful and mysterious splendour in both the
living room and bedroom. Together with the matching cushion results in a brilliant combination. They
are in natural beige measuring 130x180cm. Special sizes on request.
2102 00 41
CUSHION FOX MAGELLAN
A cushion out of Magellan fox fur – an ideal companion for your cosy niche. Thick silky soft fur with a
somewhat woolly character is the characteristic feature of this fur. Either as an elegant decorative
object or a cuddly cushion, this cushion is a unique eye-catcher in every establishment. It radiates
natural elegance and quality. It is available as full fur cushion or with a backing of finest cashmere
wool, in each case in natural beige.

2102 FOX MAGELLAN

KATRIN LEUZE
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2109 KALGAN LAMB

anthracite

2109 32 43
PLAID KALGAN LAMB KNITTED
size: 130x170cm / 140x200cm

ecru

2109 KALGAN LAMM

KATRIN LEUZE
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2110 RABBIT
cashmere-merino-silk
lamb leather

The fur comes from rabbits bred in Germany and is a by-product of food production. The products are
designed and processed in Germany.

2110 RABBIT NATURE

KATRIN LEUZE
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2110 00 43
PLAID RABBIT
The luxurious fur throw is the ideal companion for cold winter days and an extraordinary eye-catcher
for your living area. This fashionable real fur throw measuring 130x180 cm is backed with high a
quality lining made of finest Italian wool-cashmere-mix. As the throw is a natural product, colour
variations have to be accepted. Special sizes and personalizing services like embroidered initials are
available on request.

2110 00 41
CUSHION RABBIT
The fine and fluffy cushion made of rabbit fur is an effective eye-catcher on your sofa or bed and an
elegant home-accessory for every style of furnishing. Cushions in the sizes 40x40 cm, 50x50 cm and
60x60 cm are delivered without filling. The neck-cushions in the sizes 35x20cm / 50x30 cm and 60x40
cm are sent with a filling of duck and goose- feathers.

2110 RABBIT NATURE

KATRIN LEUZE
- COLLECTION -

PLAID RABBIT SCHECKE

PLAID RABBIT
size: 30x180cm

PLAID RABBIT PATCH NATUR
size: 130x180cm

2110 RABBIT NATURE

KATRIN LEUZE
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2110 00 47
PLAID WOOL CASHMERE RABBIT
FRINGES
A mix of 20% cashmere and 80% wool
with classy rabbit-fur-frays are the
main elements to creating this
exclusive and precious throw. The
ideal living accessory for the
connoisseur of savoir-vivre.
size: 130x180cm

2110 00 48
PLAID WOOL CASHMERE RABBIT
BORDER
A mix of 20% cashmere and 80% wool
with a classy rabbit-fur-border are the
main elements creating this a exclusive
and precious throw. The ideal gift for
aesthetes. The fur is a natural product,
therefore slight colour deviations are
possible. The throw is available in the size
130x180 cm.

2110 00 79
STORM LAMP RABBIT
The storm lantern is perfect suited to all winter
nights, to summers on the terrace or as a romantic
decoration in the living-room or bedroom. The table
lantern creates a wonderful and harmonious
atmosphere and due to the rabbit fur casing a
classy and fancy accessory making the room look
stylish. The lantern is available in heights of 22cm
and 35cm.

2110 RABBIT NATURE

KATRIN LEUZE
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2110 00 50
HOT WATER BOTTLE RABBIT
The elegant and very fancy hot-water bottle cover made of rabbit fur is a heavenly feast for your eyes.
The perfect gift in the cold season. Every cover has a zipper to change the hot-water bottle. The
rubber hot-water bottle, with a volume of 1,85 liter, is made in Germany and is verified by the German
Technical Inspection Agency -TÜV.

2110 00 10
SLIPPERS RABBIT
The fluffy slippers with a horsehair felt sole are the
perfect companion for cold autumn and winter days.
The rabbit fur slippers are warm even on cool stoneand tiled floors, giving your feet a soft and pleasant
feeling. The fur comes from rabbits bred in Germany
and is a by-product of food production. The slippers
are available in sizes S (36-37), M (38-39) and L
(40-41).

2110 00 11
SLIPPERS OPEN RABBIT
These high quality finished open slippers made of
rabbit fur with a leather sole are the ideal footwear
for cool summer nights. They not only have a very
elegant appearance, but they are also a
glamorous eye-catcher on every foot.

2110 RABBIT NATURE

KATRIN LEUZE
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2110 00 66
BAG SMALL RABBIT
size: 21x13cm

2110 00 69
MOBILE BAG IPHONE LEATHER BELT RABBIT
This elegant iPhone pouch with its high quality
finish is the perfect accompaniment for on the
road. Whether an evening out or a walk during the
day – the pleasant soft shoulder bag with its
adjustable leather straps is an absolute eye
catcher. This combination of functionality and
fashion is worthwhile for every accessory and fur
lover. The fancy mobile phone pouch is on sale in
various natural colours.
size: 13x22cm

2110 00 68
MOBILE BAG IPHONE CARABINER RABBIT
This is a new mobile phone pouch for your
iPhone. This pleasantly soft mobile phone
cover in rabbit fur with its high quality finish is
the perfect accessory for your handbag.
Provided with a spring clasp this elegant pouch
can be decoratively attached to any other
objects. This is perfect present for accessory
lovers with style. The fancy mobile phone
pouch is on sale in various natural colours.

2110 RABBIT NATURE

KATRIN LEUZE
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2110 00 72
BAG SMALL LEATHER BELT / CHAIN
This trendy pouch/ shoulder bag in rabbit fir with its wide leather straps is a must for every fashion
conscious woman. Due to the shiny silky soft fur the bag exudes a certain elegance and
sophistication. The processing guarantees standards of the highest quality. Of note is the dark leather
strap. This sporty leather bag is available in various natural colours.

2110 RABBIT NATURE

KATRIN LEUZE
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2110 00 24
MUFF RABBIT

2110 00 90
EARMUFF RABBIT

2110 00 23
HEART RABBIT
The heart-shaped rabbit fur charm is both with or without the Swarovski pearl pendants an enchanting
accessory for every handbag or key ring and moreover a fashionable highlight. The fur comes from
rabbits bred in Germany and is a by-product of food production.
size: 5cm

2110 RABBIT NATURE

KATRIN LEUZE
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COLORS RABBIT

white

white - beige

caramel silver

beige silver

caramel

natur grey ecru

brown natur

nougat

tabac

2110 RABBIT NATURE

KATRIN LEUZE
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COLORS RABBIT

black brown

uni grey
feh light grey

white grey

grey natur

schecke grey white

2110 RABBIT NATURE

KATRIN LEUZE
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2110 RABBIT SHORTENED
silk

The fur comes from rabbits bred in Germany and is a by-product of food production. The products are
designed and processed in Germany.

2110 RABBIT SHORTENED

KATRIN LEUZE
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PLAID RABBIT SHORTENED
This rabbit fur throw wraps and pampers your skin with a smooth feeling. Thanks to the shorn surface,
the throw is enchantingly soft and lends itself to cosy cuddling evenings. The rabbit fur throw
measures 130x180 cm and has a high quality lining of finest Italian wool-cashmere-mix.

2110 20 43
PLAID WOOL RABBIT
SHORTENED BORDER
Maß: 140x185cm

2110 RABBIT SHORTENED

KATRIN LEUZE
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grey / grey

ecru / ecru

PLAID WOOL CASHMERE RABBIT SHORTENED DOTS
size: 130x180cm

2110 RABBIT SHORTENED

KATRIN LEUZE
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2110 20 41
CUSHION RABIT SHORTENED
This exquisite cushion made of shorn rabbit fur, is a luxurious feast for the eyes and a must-have for
every stylish ambience. The fine, soft surface makes the cushion a perfect accessory on every sofa or
bed. Cushion in the sizes 40x40 cm, 50x50 cm and 60x60 cm are delivered without filling. The neckcushion and the cushions measuring 35x20 cm, 50x30 cm and 60x40 cm are sent with a filling of duck
and goose-feathers.

2110 20 28
BEANBAG RABBIT SHORTENED
Whether if it is for you or your little dog: The shorn rabbit fur chair cushion enchants everyone with its
unique softness. It completes furnishings and emphasizes your interior with elegance and
extravagance. The chair cushion measures 140x180 cm and is filled with small polystyrene balls.

2110 RABBIT SHORTENED

KATRIN LEUZE
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2110 21 29
POUFFE RABBIT SHORTENED
The pouffe made of shorn rabbit fur and is both useful and an elegant living accessory. A special place
for your tired feet or your small dog to relax!

2110 20 21
TEDDY RABBIT SHORTENED
A fantastically soft cuddly toy to fall in love
with. The teddy cannot be compared to
usual cuddly toys because it has been
refined with high quality, shorn rabbit fur
to bring your offspring a touch of luxury.
height: 28cm

2110 RABBIT SHORTENED

KATRIN LEUZE
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2110 20 50
HOT WATER BOTTLE RABBIT SHORTENED
The hot water bottle made of shorn rabbit fur is perfectly suited to frosty winter months. The fur brings
a pleasant warmth to the body and enchants with its lovely appearance. The rubber hot water bottle,
with a volume of 1,85 litres, is made in Germany and verified by the German Technical Inspection
Agency - TÜV.

2110 20 40
CHERRYSTONE CUSHION RABBIT SHORTENED
The cherry stone cushion made of shorn rabbit fur is an extraordinary warming experience with a feelgood factor. Not only is the warming characteristic to the fore, but also the beautiful appearance of the
soft fur cover. The cushion cover measuring 20x20 cm is delivered with a cherry stone cushion and is
verified by Oeko-Tex 100.

2110 RABBIT SHORTENED

KATRIN LEUZE
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2110 20 10
SLIPPERS RABBIT SHORTENED
These velvety rabbit fur slippers with
a wool felt sole are luxury. They are
not only soft and cuddly to snuggle
your feet into, but they also keep
your feet warm and cosy even at icy
temperatures. The slippers are
available in the sizes S (36-37), M
(38-39) and L (40-41).

2110 20 11
SLIPPERS OPEN RABBIT
SHORTENED
An absolute must for every styleconscious woman. The open slippers
are made of shorn rabbit fur with a
wool felt sole. They are amazingly
soft and place stylish emphasis in
every shoe cupboard.
sizes: 37-41

2110 RABBIT SHORTENED

KATRIN LEUZE
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2110 20 23
HEART RABBIT SHORTENED
The heart-shaped charm made of shorn rabbit fur is a fabulously fluffy accessory for every handbag
and every key ring. This product is a sparkling jewel whether with or without the Swarovski pearl
charms.
size: 7cm

2110 00 27
POM POM RABBIT SHORTENED
The cuddly pompom made of shorn rabbit fur is the
perfect fashion accessory for all fur lovers. The silky
soft fur ball not only stylishly enhances handbags
and purses, but can also be an effective decorative
detail on various pieces of furniture.
diameter: 8cm

2110 20 68
MOBILE BAG IPHONE CARABINE
RABBIT SHORTENED
This elegant iPhone pouch with its high
quality finish made of velvet soft shorn rabbit
fur is the perfect accessory for your
handbags. This chic mobile phone pouch
would make an attractive elegant present
and please every fur lover. Provided with a
spring clasp the pouch can be attached to
handbags or belts for example. The press
stud provides additional protection
preventing the phone from falling out.
size: 10x19cm

2110 RABBIT SHORTENED

KATRIN LEUZE
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COLORS RABBIT SHORTENED

ecru

light pink

beige

brown natur

dark brown

black

graphite

taupe

grey natur

red

2110 RABBIT SHORTENED

KATRIN LEUZE
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2110 RABBIT COLORED
velvet

The fur comes from rabbits bred in Germany and is a by-product of food production. The products are
designed and processed in Germany.

2110 RABBIT COLORED

KATRIN LEUZE
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2110 21 43
PLAID RABBIT COLORED
The rabbit fur throw is an everlasting luxury. It is not only dreamlike soft, but also adds emphasis to
every interior. Due to the specialized colouring, the fur can be adapted to any style of furnishings. The
rabbit fur plaid in the size of 130x180 cm is of high quality lining of finest Italian wool-cashmere-mix.
Special sizes and personalizing services such as embroidered initials are available on request.

2110 21 41
CUSHION RABBIT COLORED
The rabbit fur cushion is not comparable to usual decor cushions because it captivates with its velvety
surface and elegant appearance. This tasteful accessory refines every ambience. The neck-cushion
and other cushions in the sizes of 35x20 cm, 50x30 cm and 60x40cm are sent with a filling of duck
and goose-feathers. Cushion in sizes 40x40cm and 50x50cm are sent without filling.

2110 RABBIT COLORED

KATRIN LEUZE
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2110 21 47
PLAID WOOL CASHMERE RABBIT COLORED FRINGES
A mix of 20% cashmere and 80% wool and the soft rabbit-fur-fringes cause not only a classy
ambience, but also a touch of chic elegance in every interior. The lambswool in the size 130x180 cm is
perfectly suited to cosy fireplace/chimney-winter evenings.

2110 21 48
PLAID WOOL CASHMERE RABBIT COLORED BORDER
The throw exhibits a unique quality by using a mix of 20% cashmere and 80% wool, which makes it
especially fine and soft. The throw with rabbit fur borders offers a unique cuddle experience. The size
of the plaid is 130x180 cm.

2110 RABBIT COLORED

KATRIN LEUZE
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2110 21 50
HOT WATER BOTTLE RABBIT COLORED
The hot water bottle becomes the perfect
companion on frosty winter nights with its soft
rabbit fur coating/cover. It also has a zipper to
be able to change the hot water bottle. The
rubber hot water bottle with a volume of 1,85
litres is made in Germany and verified by the
German Technical Inspection Agency - TÜV.

2110 21 10
SLIPPERS RABBIT COLORED
Especially in the winter months, the rabbit
creates not only a pleasant warmth on your
feet, but also a dreamlike soft wearing
comfort. The slippers are made of a wool felt
sole. The slippers are available in the sizes S
(36-37), M (38-39) and L (40-41).

2110 21 11
SLIPPERS OPEN RABBIT COLORED
Through the velvety smooth and elegant
character of the rabbit fur, the slippers
lend a certain gracefulness to every
foot.
size: 37-41

2110 RABBIT COLORED

KATRIN LEUZE
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2110 21 66
BAG SMALL RABBIT COLORED
This small bag out of rabbit fur is the perfect
accessory for fashion conscious women. The
velvet soft bag is a perfect companion. An
absolute highlight for every outfit and every
occasion. The Swarovski beads give the fi8ne
elegant bag an extra touch of extravagance. With
an extra soft leather strap it can be worn on the
wrist or carried as a clutch. A must have in the
hand bag collection of every modern woman.
size: 21x13cm

2110 21 68
MOBILE BAG IPHONE CARABINER RABBIT
COLORD
This is the new mobile phone pouch for your
iPhone. This pleasant velvet soft mobile-phone
pouch made of dyed rabbit fur and high quality
finish is the perfect accessory for the handbag.
Provided with a spring clasp this elegant pouch
can be decoratively attached to any other objects
or clothing. This perfect present for stylish
accessory lovers is available in lots of different
colours of the day.
size: 10x19cm

2110 21 71
BAG SMALL IPHONE LEATHER BELT
This is the new mobile phone pouch for
your iPhone. This pleasant velvet soft
mobile-phone pouch made of dyed rabbit
fur and high quality finish is the perfect
accessory for the handbag. Provided with a
spring clasp this elegant pouch can be
decoratively attached to any other objects
or clothing. This perfect present for stylish
accessory lovers is available in lots of
different colours of the day.
size: 13x22cm

2110 RABBIT COLORED

KATRIN LEUZE
- COLLECTION -

2110 21 23
HEART RABBIT COLORED
The heart-shaped charm can be perfectly adapted to suit every taste using the coloured rabbit fur.
Both with or without the Swarovski pearl pendants, the accessory is an enchanting piece of jewellery.
size: 5cm

2110 21 27
POM POM RABBIT COLORED
The soft fluffy pompom made of dyed rabbit fur is the
perfect fashion accessory for all fur lovers. The
cuddly soft fur ball not only stylishly enhances
handbags and purses, but can also be an effective
decorative detail on various pieces of furniture.
diameter: 8cm

2110 RABBIT COLORED

KATRIN LEUZE
- COLLECTION -

COLORS RABBIT COLORED

taupe

light pink

purple

bordeaux

red

black

jeans blue

turquoise

lagoon

light green

2110 RABBIT COLORED

KATRIN LEUZE
- COLLECTION -

2010 RABBIT SHORTENED / VELOURS

burgunder/cognac

PLAID RABBIT SHORTENED VELOURS
A wonderful combination of shorn rabbit fur and velvety velour leather. This throw is a winner with
fluffy rabbit fur on the front and soft warm velour leather on the back. Furthermore, the throw does not
shed. With its fringes the product is a fashionable eye-catcher. The plaid measures 140x200 cm.

2110 RABBIT SHORTENED / VELOURS

KATRIN LEUZE
- COLLECTION -

2110 31 43 5100 83
PLAID RABBIT SHORTENED NAPPA
size: 140x200cm
price: 2090,00€

2110 RABBIT SHORTENED / VELOURS

KATRIN LEUZE
- COLLECTION -

petrol

blue jeans

green

taupe

dark grey

rose

2110 25 43
DECKE KANIN GESCHOREN / VELOURS
This shorn dyed rabbit fur throw is elaborately finished with a colour matching fine soft velour backing. This featherlight throw is
offered in uncountable modern colour shades. This throw gives your interior a touch of luxury. It will become your faithful
companion and a real eye-catcher. Throw available in size 125 x170 cm. Special sizes available on request.

2110 RABBIT SHORTENED / VELOURS

KATRIN LEUZE
- COLLECTION -

COLOUR CARD RABBIT SHORTENED / VELOURS

2110 RABBIT SHORTENED / VELOURS

KATRIN LEUZE
- COLLECTION -

COLOUR CARD RABBIT SHORTENED / VELOURS

2110 RABBIT SHORTENED / VELOURS

KATRIN LEUZE
- COLLECTION -

REX RABBIT NATURE / COLOURED
rex rabbit knitted
100% cashmere cable

The fur for those products comes from German breeding and is a by-product of the food industry. This
label guarantees an appropriate position. These article are created in Germany and processed in the
European Union. An advantage of the selected fur is that it does moult as the hair shorter than that of
other furs.

2111 REX RABBIT

KATRIN LEUZE
- COLLECTION -

2111 00 43 / 2111 21 43
PLAID REX RABBIT
This enchantingly luxurious throw gives every interior a touch of fashionable elegance. Thanks to the
rex-rabbit fur, the throw becomes an optimal companion on cold autumn and winter days. The throw
measures 130x180 cm or on inquiry special sizes.

2111 00 41 / 2111 21 41
CUSHION REX RABBIT
The classy and timeless cushion out of rex-rabbit fur is extremely tasteful and velvety. Cushions in
sizes 40x40 cm and 50x50 cm are delivered without a filling. Neck-cushions and cushions in the size
of 50x30 cm are sent with a filling of duck and goose-feathers. It is also possible to acquire the
cushion with a reverse backing made of finest wool-cashmere-mix.

2111 REX RABBIT

KATRIN LEUZE
- COLLECTION -

2111 00 43
PLAID REX RABBIT PATCH
This enchantingly luxurious throw gives every interior a touch of fashionable elegance. Thanks to the
rex-rabbit fur, the throw becomes an optimal companion on cold autumn and winter days. The throw
measures 130x180 cm, special sizes on request.

2111 48 43
PLAID 100% CASHMERE
REX RABBIT BORDER
A throw with an astounding
quality. A combination of one
of the most precious natural
fibres and a high quality fur,
joined together in a luxurious
throw. Because of the
cashmere, the throw has a
slight shimmering gleam and
offers a dreamlike soft
experience. The fur-border out
of rex-rabbit produces extreme
elegance. The throw measures
130x180 cm.

2111 REX RABBIT

KATRIN LEUZE
- COLLECTION -

2111 00 50 / 2111 21 50
HOT WATER BOTTLE REX RABBIT
This velvety rex-rabbit fur hot water
bottle gives you a feeling of security.
You can enjoy pure relaxation on cool
evenings with it. The rubber hot water
bottle, with a volume of 1,85 litres, is
made in Germany and is verified by the
German Technical Inspection Agency TÜV.

2111 00 40 / 2111 21 40
CHERRYSTONE CUSHION REX RABBIT
The cherry stone cushion cover made of
finest rex-rabbit fur promises you a relaxed
and snugly evening to take a break from the
everyday stress. The size of the cushion is
20x20 cm and it is available in different
colours. The cushion cover is delivered with
cherry stone cushion which is verified by
Oeko-tex 100.

2111 00 10 / 2111 21 10
SLIPPERS REX RABBIT
These indescribable fluffy
slippers out of rex-rabbit fur are
a luxury to pamper your feet. At
the same time, the slippers are
very fashionable with their silky
gleaming fur and an extravagant
acquisition for your shoe
collection. The slippers are
obtainable in the sizes S (36-37),
M (38-39) and L (40-41).

2111 REX RABBIT

KATRIN LEUZE
- COLLECTION -

2111 00 90 / 2111 21 90
EAR MUFF REX RABBIT

2111 00 79 / 2111 21 79
STORM LAMP REX RABBIT
The storm lantern is perfect suited to all
winter nights, to summers on the terrace or
as a romantic decoration in the living-room or
bedroom. The table lantern creates a
wonderful and harmonious atmosphere and
due to the rabbit fur casing a classy and
fancy accessory making the room look
stylish. The lantern is available in heights of
22cm and 35cm.

2111 00 23 / 2111 21 23
HEART REX RABBIT
The heart-shaped pendant out of rex-rabbit fur is a wonderful jewel. The Swarovski pearl pendants
make the accessory shine even brighter but also without the pearl pendants is it a stylish eye-catcher
on every charm or key ring.
size: 7cm

2111 REX RABBIT

KATRIN LEUZE
- COLLECTION -

COLORS REX RABBIT
white

light grey natur

feh light grey

nougat light

nougat

lux

hazelnut

castor

grey ecru natur

2111 REX RABBIT

KATRIN LEUZE
- COLLECTION -

COLORS REX RABBIT
tabac

uni grey

black natur

dalmatian

2111 REX RABBIT

KATRIN LEUZE
- COLLECTION -

COLORS REX RABBIT COLORED
champagner

caramel

rot

schwarz

decolor castor

2111 REX RABBIT

KATRIN LEUZE
- COLLECTION -

2111 REX RABBIT KNITTED
The fur for these products comes from China and is defeated by a constant high-class control – during
the production as well as in the position of the animals.

2111 22 43
PLAID REX RABBIT KNITTED
An astounding knitted throw made of rex-rabbit fur with
beauty guaranteed. It is not only fluffy soft with a silky
shimmering surface, but also gives to the room that
certain something. The charming throw is available in
the size 130x170 cm an in different colours.

2111 22 41
CUSHION REX RABBIT KNITTED
An inconceivably extravagant cushion made of knitted
rex-rabbit. Because of the knit-look the cushion gets
an extraordinary appearance and is a spectacularly
unique object. Cushion in sizes 40x40 cm and 50x50
cm is delivered without a filling.

2111 REX RABBIT KNITTED

KATRIN LEUZE
- COLLECTION -

COLORS REX RABBIT KNITTED

white

ecru

light pink

beige

sand

camel

dark beige

cognac

caramel

choco

marone

mud

2111 REX RABBIT KNITTED

KATRIN LEUZE
- COLLECTION -

COLORS REX RABBIT KNITTED

silver

light grey

graphite

grey

black

snowtop black

green

purple

2111 REX RABBIT KNITTED

KATRIN LEUZE
- COLLECTION -

castor

grey nature

2111 22 43
PLAID REX RABBIT KNITTED WITH FRINGES
size: 140x200cm
2111 22 43
PLAID REX RABBIT KNITTED WITHOUT FRINGES
size: 130x180cm

2111 REX RABBIT KNITTED

KATRIN LEUZE
- COLLECTION -

2112 REX RABBIT KNITTED / WOOL

graphit

ecru

sand

2112 22 43
PLAID REX RABBIT / WOOL
An astounding knitted throw made of rex-rabbit fur with beauty guaranteed. It is not only fluffy soft with
a silky shimmering surface, but also gives to the room that certain something. The charming throw is
available in the size 130x170 cm an in different colours.

2112 REX RABBIT KNITTED / WOOL

KATRIN LEUZE
- COLLECTION -

2113 FAWN LIGHT SHADOW FOX
The fur comes from Finland and carries the SAGA label. This includes compliance with stringent
regulations with respect to animal husbandry, animal welfare and careful processing. The products
are designed and processed in the European Union.

2113 0043
PLAID FAWN LIGHT SHADOW FOX CAVALLI / FLANKS
Pure luxury – the noble fox blanket / throw is impressive with its thick fur as well as an exclusive rich
contrast of natural colours. It gives an accent to the world of living rooms and bedrooms. Available in
sizes 130x180cm and in special sizes on request.

2113 FAWN LIGHT SHADOW FOX

KATRIN LEUZE
- COLLECTION -

2113 00 43
PLAID FAWN LIGHT SHADOW FUCHS FULLY FUR
Pure luxury – the noble fox blanket / throw is impressive with its thick fur as well as an exclusive rich
contrast of natural colours. It gives an accent to the world of living rooms and bedrooms. Available in
sizes 130x180cm and in special sizes on request.

2113 00 41
CUSHION FAWN LIGHT SHADOW FOX
Pure luxury – this striking fox cushion made out of a fawn light shadow fox fur is an exclusive piece in
your living room. The cushion is offered as either a full fur cushion or with fine cashmere wool on the
reverse. Available in sizes 50x50cm and 50x30cm.

2113 FAWN LIGHT SHADOW FOX

KATRIN LEUZE
- COLLECTION -

2114 GOLDEN ISLAND FUCHS
The fur comes from Finland and carries the SAGA label. This includes compliance with stringent
regulations with respect to animal husbandry, animal welfare and careful processing. The products
are designed and processed in the European Union.

2114 16 43
PLAID GOLDEN ISLAND FOX CAVALLI
size: 140x200cm / special sizes on inquiry

Pure luxury – the soft, pleasantly
warming cushion and plaid made
out of the fur of the golden island
fox are real eye-catchers in every
interior.

2114 00 41
CUSHION GOLDEN ISLAND FOX FLANKS / PATCH
size: 40x40cm / 50x50cm / special sizes on inquiry

GOLDEN ISLAND FOX

KATRIN LEUZE
- COLLECTION -

2114 24 43
PLAID GOLDEN ISLAND FOX FLANKS
Pure luxury – the stunning blanket / throw made of Golden Island Fox fur is impressive with its
wonderful thick fur as well as an exclusive contrasting appearance. The blanket gives an elegant
accent to every room. We guarantee compliance with stringent regulations with respect to animal
husbandry, animal welfare and careful processing. Available in sizes 130 x 180 cm and in special
sizes on request.

2114 00 27
POM POM GOLDEN ISLAND FOX

GOLDEN ISLAND FOX

KATRIN LEUZE
- COLLECTION -

2115 RED FOX
100% silk

The fur comes from Germany. The products are designed and processed in Germany.

2115 RED FOX

KATRIN LEUZE
- COLLECTION -

2115 00 43
PLAID RED FOX
This amazing red fox fur
throw lends every room a
certain elegance. The throw
with its red brown colour is
very classy and perfectly
suited to comfortable
evenings in front of the fire
place. The throw is available
in the sizes 140x200cm and
in special sizes on request.
price 130x180cm: 2875,00€
price 140x200cm: 3075,00€

2115 00 43
PLAID RED FOX FULLY FUR
This amazing red fox fur throw lends every room a certain elegance. The throw with its red brown
colour is very classy and perfectly suited to comfortable evenings in front of the fire place. The throw is
available in the sizes 140x200 cm.

2115 RED FOX

KATRIN LEUZE
- COLLECTION -

2115 21 43
PLAID RED FOX COLORED
The blanket / throw out of dark brown Red
Fox fur is soft, fluffy and skin-friendly. It is
ideal for cosy winter evenings together in
front of an open fire on the sofa. The
warm blanket gives a feeling of rest and
relaxation. The blanket / throw can be
effectively and decoratively used in every
interior and dignifies every room with an
element of luxury. The Red Fox Fur
comes in sizes 130x180cm and in special
sizes on request.
price: 4550,00€

2115 48 43
PLAID WOOL CASHMERE RED FOX
BORDER
The plaid made out of a mix of 20%
cashmere and 80% wool is refined with a
wide red fox border. The fringes turn it into
a special eye-catcher.
size: 130x180cm

2115 00 41
CUSHION RED FOX
The shimmering red fox fur cushion is an enviably eyecatcher, which makes all the other cushions pale beside
it. The cushion turns every sofa or bed into a highlight
in your home. Cushions in the sizes 40x40 cm and
50x50 cm are delivered without a filling.

2115 RED FOX

KATRIN LEUZE
- COLLECTION -

2115 00 50
HOT WATER BOTTLE RED FOX
Thanks to the red brown natural colour of the chestnut fur, the hot water bottle gives off pure warmth
and well-being merely on sight. The soft fur of the chestnut creates a pleasant feeling on the skin. The
rubber hot water bottle, with a volume of 1,85 litres, is made in Germany and is verifies by the German
Technical Inspection Agency - TÜV.

2115 00 10
2115SLIPPERS RED FOX
These slippers have feel-good factor. The red brown chestnut fur brings cosy warmth on your feet and
let the slippers gleam in a beautiful shimmering red brown. The slippers are available in the sizes S
(36-37), M (38-39) and L (40-41).

2115 RED FOX

KATRIN LEUZE
- COLLECTION -

2115 00 65
BAG LEATHER BELT WIDE RED FOX
The exclusive handbag with wide leather straps is a must have for every stylish and fashion conscious
woman. The shoulder bag is made in Germany out of the shiny red-brown fur of the German Red Fox.
The fur is very soft and glossy and fashionably gentrifies every outfit.
size: 54x45cm

2115 00 66
BAG SMALL RED FOX
size: 21x13cm

2115 RED FOX

KATRIN LEUZE
- COLLECTION -

2115 00 72
BAG SMALL LEATHER BELT
WIDE RED FOX
size: 45x40cm

2115 00 71
BAG SMALL LEATHER BELT
RED FOX

2115 RED FOX

KATRIN LEUZE
- COLLECTION -

2115 00 24
MUFF RED FOX

2115 00 56
TAIL RED FOX
The perfect gift for fur and accessory lovers. The decorative tail of the Red Fox gives your handbags
that certain something. This pendant can also stylishly gentrify pieces of clothing. The natural fur
shines a wonderful red-brown and is especially soft and fluffy.

2115 00 23 / 2115 00 27
HERZ, POM POM ROTFUCHS NATUR
An enchanting accessory out of chestnut fur. Due to the red brown natural colour of the real fur, the
pendant refines every handbag and key ring, turning it into a luxurious object.
size heart: 5cm
diameter pom pom: 8cm

2115 RED FOX

KATRIN LEUZE
- COLLECTION -

2116 BLUE FROST FOX
The fur comes from Finland and carries the SAGA label. This includes compliance with stringent
regulations with respect to animal husbandry, animal welfare and careful processing. The products
are designed and processed in Germany.

2116 00 43
PLAID BLUE FROST FOX FULLY FUR
size: 140x200cm / special sizes on inquiry

Pure luxury – the Blue Frost Fox fur stands out due to its
wonderful silver shimmering surface. The fur’s appearance
gives a strong accent to your interior. It is an exclusive one
off. The cushion is offered as either a full fur cushion or with
fine cashmere wool on the reverse.

2116 00 41
CUSHION BLUE FROST FOX
size: 50x50cm / special sizes on inquiry

BLUE FROST FOX

KATRIN LEUZE
- COLLECTION -

2116 48 43
PLAID 100% CASHMERE BLUE FROST FOX FLANKS
This fine, soft skin-friendly blanket / throw out of 100% cashmere with a unique border of Blue
Frost Fox fur could become your favourite piece. The combination of the smooth elegant sheen of
the cashmere wool interplayed with the silky hair of the fox fur is an eye-catcher in every interior
design. The high quality blanket / throw invites you to relax. Available in sizes 130x180cm.
2116 21 41
CUSHION BLUE FROST FOX FLANKS
Pure luxury – the super soft warming cushion out of highest quality and bleached Blue Frost Fox
fur is an exclusive, cuddly individual piece for your home. It is suitable as an elegant and unique
decorative cushion in Living or business areas as well as a favourite cushion in the bedroom.

BLUE FROST FOX

KATRIN LEUZE
- COLLECTION -

2116 21 43
PLAID BLUE FROST FOX FLANKS
The highest furrier art supplies luxury
to fall in love with - this soft and
cuddly blanket / throw out of real
Blue Frost Fox fur sides stands out
due to with its wonderful fur as well
as an exclusive contrasting
appearance. The patch-work like
surface is especially fluffy and woolly.
It adds a stylish accent to every
interior design. This made in
Germany blanket / throw comes in
sizes 130x180cm and special sizes
on request.

2116 21 43
PLAID BLUE FROST FOX FLANKS

BLUE FROST FOX

KATRIN LEUZE
- COLLECTION -

2117 BLUE FOX
The fur comes from Finland and carries the SAGA label. This includes compliance with stringent
regulations with respect to animal husbandry, animal welfare and careful processing. The products
are designed and processed in the European Union.

2117 00 43
PLAID BLUE FOX PAWS
size: 130x180cm

2117 BLUE FOX

KATRIN LEUZE
- COLLECTION -

PLAID BLUE FOX FLANKS COLORED
This plaid gives your interior a whiff of extravagance and luxury. The plaid is on inquiry also available
in different colors.
size: 130x180cm / special sizes on inquiry

2117 BLUE FOX

KATRIN LEUZE
- COLLECTION -

2117 21 43
PLAID BLUE FOX PATCH
COLORED
size: 130x180cm

2117 21 41
CUSHION BLUE FOX FLANKS
COLORED
size: 60x40cm / special sizes on
inquiry

2117 BLUE FOX

KATRIN LEUZE
- COLLECTION -

camel
dark braun

light grey

dark grey

black

light pink

pink

blue

dark green

2117 21 27
POM POM BLUE FOX COLORED
diameter: 9cm

2117 BLUE FOX

KATRIN LEUZE
- COLLECTION -

2118 SHADOW BLUE FROST FOX
The fur comes from Finland and carries the SAGA label. This includes compliance with stringent
regulations with respect to animal husbandry, animal welfare and careful processing. The products
are designed and processed in Germany.

2118 00 43
PLAID SHADOW BLUE FROST FOX FLANKS
size: 130x180cm / special sizes on inquiry
2118 00 41
CUSHION SHADOW BLUE FROST FOX
The shimmering shadow blue frost fox fur cushion is an enviably eye-catcher, which makes all the
other cushions pale beside it. The cushion turns every sofa or bed into a highlight in your home.
Cushions in the sizes 40x40 cm and 50x50 cm are delivered without a filling.
price fully fur:

2118 SHADOW BLUE FROST FOX

KATRIN LEUZE
- COLLECTION -

2119 SILVER FOX
The fur comes from Finland and carries the SAGA label. This includes compliance with stringent
regulations with respect to animal husbandry, animal welfare and careful processing.

2119 00 43
PLAID SILVER FOX FULLY FUR
Enviable luxury – the wonderfully warm patchwork blanket / throw out of silver fox fur stands out
due to its unique contracting appearance and the shiny silver-grey surface. The fluffy fur blanket
with its elegant shimmer gives each interior an element of elegance and extravagance. First class
quality and the highest furrier art bring together an exceptionally good result. Available in sizes
130 x 180 cm and in special sizes on request.
2119 00 41
CUSHION SILVER FOX
Pure luxury – this high quality silky soft cushion out of silver fox fur stands out due to its natural,
silver-grey extravagant colouring. This cushion comes with the option of the reverse in fine
cashmere wool. The cushion is in the size 50x50cm.

2119 SILVER FOX

KATRIN LEUZE
- COLLECTION -

2119 21 43
PLAID SILVER FOX FLANKS COLORED
Enviable luxury – the wonderfully warm blanket / throw out of dyed silver fox fur sides stands out
due to its unique contrasting appearance and the interesting colouring. The fluffy fur blanket with
its elegant shimmer gives each interior an element of elegance and extravagance. First class
quality and the highest furrier art bring together an exceptionally good result. Available in sizes
130 x 180 cm and in special sizes on request.

2119 SILVER FOX

KATRIN LEUZE
- COLLECTION -

2119 00 43
PLAID SILVER FOX PATCH
Enviable luxury – the
wonderfully warm patchwork
blanket / throw out of silver fox
fur stands out due to its unique
contracting appearance and the
shiny silver-grey surface. The
fluffy fur blanket with its elegant
shimmer gives each interior an
element of elegance and
extravagance. First class
quality and the highest furrier
art bring together an
exceptionally good result.
Available in sizes 130 x 180 cm
and in special sizes on request.

2119 48 43
PLAID WOOL CASHMERE
SILVER FOX FLANKS
The fine, pleasant warming blanket
/ throw out of a mix of 20%
cashmere and 80% wool decorated
with a unique and exclusive silver
fox patch-work fur border. The
blanket / throw is made to the
highest quality. It exudes a certain
elegance and distinctiveness.
Available in sizes 130x180cm.

2119 21 41
CUSHION SILVER FOX FLANKS
This luxurious cushion is availabla in all variations: fully fur, backside wool/cashmere or patch. The
cushions are delivered without filling.
size: 40x40cm / 50x50cm

2119 SILVER FOX

KATRIN LEUZE
- COLLECTION -

2119 48 43
PLAID 100% CASHMERE SILVER FOX BORDER
This fine, soft, skin-friendly blanket / throw out of 100% cashmere with a unique silver fox border
could become your new favourite. The combination of the smooth elegant sheen of the cashmere
wool interplayed with the silky hair of the fox fur is an eye-catcher in every interior design. The
high quality blanket / throw invites you to relax. Available in sizes 130 x 180 cm.

2119 SILVER FOX

KATRIN LEUZE
- COLLECTION -

2120 KORSAK FOX
The fur for those products comes from wild animals in Siberia and Central Asia. The products are
designed and processed in Germany.

2120 00 43
PLAID KORSAK FOX
A real highlight in both bed and living room areas – this exclusive blanket / throw made out of Corsac
Fox fur stands out due to its wonderful natural colour nuances ranging from white-grey to beige to light
caramel brown. The rich colour contrast together with the pleasant, soft, light fur will make this fur
blanket /throw your favourite cosy accessory. The blanket / throw is available in sizes 140x200cm and
in special sizes on request.

2120 00 41
CUSHION KORSAK FOX
The cushion out of Corsac Fox fur is a striking accessory in both living and bedroom areas. This
wonderful natural brown fur shimmers in various colour nuances from white-grey to beige to light
caramel brown. The soft cushion is a fantastic piece and brings a certain something to every room.
Made in Germany, this natural cushion comes with the option of the reverse in fine cashmere wool.

2120 KORSAK FOX

KATRIN LEUZE
- COLLECTION -

2121 ARCTIC MARBLE FOX
The fur comes from Finland and carries the SAGA label. This includes compliance with stringent
regulations with respect to animal husbandry, animal welfare and careful processing. The products
are designed and processed in the European Union.

2121 00 43
PLAID ARCTIC MARBLE FOX CAVALLI
size: 130x180cm / special sizes on inquiry

To fall in love with – these high quality cushions and
plaids made out of the exceptional Arctic Marble Fox
fur are impressive with their very soft fine silky hair and
the white-grey shimmering surface. The delicate
natural grey stripes give them an exceptionally nice
unique appearance.

2121 00 41
CUSHION ARTIC MARBLE FOX
size: 50x50cm / special sizes on inquiry

2121 ARTIC MARBLE FOX

KATRIN LEUZE
- COLLECTION -

2122 COYOTE
cashmere merino silk
lamb leather

The fur of the coyote comes from North America and Canada of free-living animals. It is very natural
and distinguishes itself by his special colour and long hair. The design and the processing occurs
exclusively in Germany.

2122 COYOTE

KATRIN LEUZE
- COLLECTION -

2122 00 43
PLAID COYOTE CAVALLI
The rustic and timeless coyote throw is an extraordinary eye-catcher in front of the fireplace or draped
over the couch - not only on cold winter days. The fur of the Canadian and North American coyotes is
distinguished by its unique colouring and the long hair. The back of 90% woollen and 10% cashmere
material is colour-coordinated. Design and manufacture occur solely in Germany. Special sizes can be
made on demand.

2111 00 41
CUSHION COYOTE
The wonderful coyote cushion captivates through its extremely soft fur and its beautiful natural brown
colour. It will be an enviable eye-catcher on every sofa or bed. Cushions in the sizes 40x40 cm and
50x50 cm will be delivered without filling. Cushions in the size 80x80 cm will be sent with a filling of
duck and goose- feathers. It would also be possible to acquire the cushion with a reverse made of
finest Italian wool-cashmere-mix.

2122 COYOTE

KATRIN LEUZE
- COLLECTION -

2122 48 43
PLAID WOOL CASHMERE COYOTE BORDER
This throw could become your special and exclusive cuddly throw. The throw out of a mix of 20%
cashmere and 80% wool is decorated with a unique border of coyote fur and measures 130x180cm.
The thick mid-length coyote hair gives the throw an extravagant and interesting appearance. The
throw is soft and cuddly but is often used as a decorative throw.

2122 COYOTE

KATRIN LEUZE
- COLLECTION -

2122 00 50
HOT WATER BOTTLE COYOTE
This cuddly soft hot water bottle is
made of most beautiful coyote fur and
is not only warming, but also very
luxurious in appearance. It is perfectly
suited to cosy evenings on cool
autumn- and winter months. The
rubber hot water bottle, with a volume
of 1,85 litres, is made in Germany and
verified by the German Technical
Inspection Agency - TÜV.

2122 00 10
SLIPPERS COYOTE
The enchanting coyote fur
slippers are a real eye-catcher.
The lovely natural brown colour
of the fur let the slippers shine on
every foot. The slippers are
available in the sizes S (36-37),
M (38-39) and L (40-41).

2122 COYOTE

KATRIN LEUZE
- COLLECTION -

2122 00 24
MUFF COYOTE
The perfect companion for cold days – an elegant, velvet soft coyote fur muff. This stylish, luxurious
muff made of high quality real fur is pleasantly warming. This extravagant accessory is not only an
extraordinary chic eye-catcher but also guarantees warm hands. It is ideal as a gift for fashion and fur
lovers.

2122 00 71
SHOULDER BAG SMALL LEATHER BELT COYOTE
This small shoulder bag out of real coyote is truly an eye-catcher. The soft mid-length hair of the
coyote is naturally a lovely unique brown tone. With a long soft leather strap it is easy and comfortable
to wear over the shoulder. This practical bag is a real highlight whether with casual attire or a chic
stylish dress and for all iPhone fans.

2122 COYOTE

KATRIN LEUZE
- COLLECTION -

2123 GOAT NATUR

2123 00 43
PLAID GOAT NATUR

The plaid and the cushion made of
beautiful goat fur fit in every interior –
no matter if rustic or modern.
Cushions are delivered without filling.
The plaid and cushion are on inquiry
also available in special sizes.
size plaid: 130x180
size cushion: 40x40cm / 50x50cm

2123 00 41
CUSHION GOAT NATUR

2123 GOAT NATUR

KATRIN LEUZE
- COLLECTION -

2123 22 43
PLAID GOAT KNITTED
This knitted blanket / throw out of high quality Cashmere goat wool stands out due to its subtle soft
shine and lightness. It is ideal as a day rug, cosy blanket or simply as an exclusive living room
accessory. Silky feel, elegant shine and cuddly softness and warmth are features of the feather-light
blanket / throw. The blanket / throw conveys and indescribable feeling of comfort. The blanket / throw
is available in sizes 140 x 200 cm and in special sizes on request.

2123 GOAT NATUR

KATRIN LEUZE
- COLLECTION -

2123 GOAT PRINTED
Cow
handfelt

2123 GOAT PRINTED CHEETAH

KATRIN LEUZE
- COLLECTION -

2123 28 43
PLAID GOAT PRINTED CHEETAH
The printed plaid has a 100% linen back-lining.
size: 130x180 / special sizes on inquiry

2123 28 41
2128 23 41
CUSHION GOAT PRINTED CHEETAH
NECK CUSHION GOAT PRINTED CHEETAH
Neck cushion will be delivered with a gosse-feathers filling. Cushions in different sizes without filling.
size cushion: 40x40cm / 50x50cm
size neck cushion: 35x20cm

2123 GOAT PRINTED CHEETAH

KATRIN LEUZE
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2123 28 11 / 2123 28 10
SLIPPERS GOAT PRINTED CHEETA
These trendy and velvety slippers are
a must-have for every style conscious
woman. The printed goat fur not only
has an incomparable wearing comfort
but is also an elegant eye-catcher. The
open slippers are available in the sizes
S, M, L.

2123 28 21
TEDDY GOAT PRINTED CHEETAH

2123 GOAT PRINTED CHEETAH

KATRIN LEUZE
- COLLECTION -

2123 28 65
BAG LEATHER BELT GOAT PRINTED CHEETAH
The printed bag is the perfect companion for the office and leisure. Due to the comfortable leather belt
the bag will be your new favourite accessoire.
size: 54x45cm

2123 28 60
COSMETIC BAG GOAT PRINTED CHEETAH
size: 28x21cm / 19x14cm.

2123 GOAT PRINTED CHEETAH

KATRIN LEUZE
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2123 28 79
STORM LAMP PRINTED GOAT
CHEETAH
The storm lantern is perfect suited
to all winter nights, to summers on
the terrace or as a romantic
decoration in the living-room or
bedroom. The table lantern creates
a wonderful and harmonious
atmosphere and due to the printed
goat fur casing a classy and fancy
accessory making the room look
stylish. The lantern is available in
heights of 22cm and 35cm.

2123 GOAT PRINTED CHEETAH

KATRIN LEUZE
- COLLECTION -

2123 GOAT PRINTED

2123 29 43
PLAID GOAT PRINTED ZEBRA
size: 130x180cm

2123 29 41
CUSHION GOAT PRINTED ZEBRA
Cushions are delivered without filling.
size: 40x40cm / 50x50cm

2123 GOAT PRINTED ZEBRA

KATRIN LEUZE
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2123 29 11 / 2123 29 10
SLIPPERS OPEN GOAT PRINTED
ZEBRA
These trendy and velvety slippers are
a must-have for every style conscious
woman. The printed goat fur not only
has an incomparable wearing comfort
but is also an elegant eye-catcher. The
open slippers are available in the sizes
37 – 41.

2123 29 21
TEDDY GOAT PRINTED ZEBRA

2123 29 23
HEART GOAT PRINTED ZEBRA
The heart-shaped goat fur charm is both with or
without the Swarovski pearl pendants an
enchanting accessory for every handbag or key
ring and moreover a fashionable highlight.
Größe: 7cm

2123 GOAT PRINTED ZEBRA

KATRIN LEUZE
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2124 COW
goat printed
pig velours

2124 COW

KATRIN LEUZE
- COLLECTION -

2124 00 79
STORM LAMP
The storm lantern is perfect suited to all winter
nights, to summers on the terrace or as a
romantic decoration in the living-room or
bedroom. The table lantern creates a wonderful
and harmonious atmosphere and due to the cow
fur casing a classy and fancy accessory making
the room look stylish. The lantern is available in
heights of 22cm and 35cm.

2124 00 29
STOOL
This stool is an exclusive
ornament for every interior.
The small cubic seat out of
real Argentinean cow hide
compliments every interior
design – from rustical to
elegant. Each stool is
unique.
size: 40x40cm

We like to offer you cow furs and cow carpets on demand.

2124 COW

KATRIN LEUZE
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2125 ZEBRA

2125 00 70
CARPET
A wonderful elegant shining mountain zebra skin as a carpet – a real eye-catcher in your interior.
Whether on high quality parquet or lovely stone flooring – the exclusive and individual surface of the
zebra skin offers an elegant contrast in your living room.
size: 220cm

2125 ZEBRA

KATRIN LEUZE
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2140 MINK KNITTED

ecru

2140 22 43
PLAID MINK KNITTED
The luxurious blanket / throw out of knitted mink fur could become your new exclusive cuddly blanket.
This living room accessory radiates cuddly softness and warmth. Trendy fringes, also out of mink fur,
decorate this blanket / throw. The mink fur blanket / throw is suited to every interior style. The mink fur
is unique – feather light and cuddly soft with an elegant matt fur sheen. The blanket / throw is available
in size130 x 200 cm and special sizes on request.
Also available as a stole (size: 60x180cm).
ecru

braun

silber

sand

schwarz

2140 MINK KNITTED

KATRIN LEUZE
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2140 MINK
100% cashmere
cashmere merino silk

The mink fur carries the SAGA label. This includes compliance with stringent regulations with respect
to animal husbandry, animal welfare and careful processing.

2140 MINK NATUR

KATRIN LEUZE
- COLLECTION -

2140 00 43
PLAID MINK NATUR / 100% CASHMERE
A piece of luxury – the blanket/throw out of high quality Mink fur does not only decorates your
bedroom area. The wonderful shimmering fur brings a touch of elegance to living and office interiors.
The blanket / throw is available in size130 x 180 cm and special sizes on request.

2140 00 41
CUSHION MINK NATUR
This cushion out of mink fur radiates exclusivity. In addition the fur has an extraordinarily wonderful
elegant sheen. A really decorative cushion for every interior design – available with an option of the
reverse out of finest cashmere. The cushion with measure 50x30 will be delivered with a goosefeather filling.

2140 MINK NATUR

KATRIN LEUZE
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2140 23 43
PLAID 100% CASHMERE MINK FRINGES
This exclusive blanket / throw out 100% finest cashmere with silky soft mink fur fringes is a very
special living room accessory. The trendy mink fur fringes together with the marked fineness
and softness of the cashmere has a certain something. The lightweight blanket / throw keeps
you pleasantly warm and is fluffy to the touch. The ideal companion for cold winter nights and
cool summer evenings. The blanket / throw is available in size130 x 180 cm and special sizes
on request.

2140 48 43
PLAID 100% CASHMERE MINK
BORDER
This exclusive blanket / throw out
100% finest cashmere with a border
out of silky soft mink fur is a very
special living room accessory. The
mink fur border together with the
marked fineness and softness of the
cashmere has a certain something.
The lightweight blanket / throw keeps
you pleasantly warm and is fluffy to the
touch. The ideal companion for cold
winter nights and cool summer
evenings. The blanket / throw is
available in size130 x 180 cm and
special sizes on request.

2140 MINK NATUR

KATRIN LEUZE
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PLAID WOOL CSHEMRE MINK BRAID
size: 130x170cm

2140 48 43
PLAID 100% WOOL MINK BRAID 2x
size: 130x170cm

2140 MINK NATUR

KATRIN LEUZE
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2140 00 21
TEDDY MINK NATUR
This striking teddy out of real mink fur
is an absolute highlight in your
accessory collection. The teddy bear
is extremely soft and its fur
wonderfully shiny. Ideal as a gift for
both accessory and teddy lovers.

2140 00 50
HOT WATER BOTTLE MINK
NATUR
Cosy warmth for your home – the
luxurious hot water bottle cover
out of real mink fur is wonderfully
warming and invites you to
snuggle up. It is the perfect
companion on winter evenings or
just an evening on the couch or a
gift for good friends who feel the
cold. The hot water bottle is
manufactured in Germany TÜV
approved and has a capacity of
1.85l.

2140 00 11
SLIPPERS OPEN MINK NATUR
Velvet soft luxury for your feet – the
striking slippers out of fine mink fur
are impressive due to their
extravagant design. These slippers
give you the indescribable feeling of
walking on air. Available in sizes 37 –
41.

2140 MINK NATUR

KATRIN LEUZE
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2140 00 68
SMARTPHONE BAG CLASP MINK
NATUR
This high quality finished iPhone pouch
out of real natural mink fur is the perfect,
pleasantly soft and really glossy accessory
for your handbag and is fitted with a spring
clasp.
size: 10x19cm

2140 00 71
BAG SMALL IPHONE LEATHER BELT
size: 21x13cm

2140 00 72
BAG SMALL LEATHER BELT
size 45x40cm

2140 MINK NATUR

KATRIN LEUZE
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2140 00 23
HEART MINK NATUR
The fluffy soft heart pendant out of real mink
fur is a wonderful high quality accessory for
your handbag. Either on a handbag or travel
bag, belt clasp or as a decoration in the home
this heart pendant is an exclusive accessory.
size heart: 7cm
size heart XL: 10cm

2140 00 27
POM POM MINK NATUR
The soft pompom out of high quality mink fur
is a perfect fashion accessory for fur lovers.
Handbags and purses are not the only things
you can enhance with this cuddly pompom.
diameter: 8cm

2140 21 54
KEY CHAIN TAIL MINK NATUR

2140 MINK NATUR

KATRIN LEUZE
- COLLECTION The exclusive key fob out of real mink fur is especially soft. The tail is a decorative highlight on your
key ring or for example on your handbag. This unique gift is popular with both men and women alike.
length: 17cm

COLORS MINK NATUR
ecru

caramel

mahagony

brown

black

silver

sand

light pink

COLORS MINK COLORED
red

rose

2140 MINK NATUR
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2140 MINK NATUR
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2142 MERINO LAMB MEDICAL
Medical lmab furs are tenned without synthetic tannig agents. The products are specially helpful for
rheumatism, sleep disorder, sciatic pain syndrome and dorsal pain.

2142 00 42
CUSHION MERINO LAMB MEDICAL
This cozy cushion has a intergrated hot water bottle, content 1,85l.
size: 36x22cm

2142 00 50
HOT WATER BOTTLE MERINO LAMB MEDICAL
The hot water bottle is certificated by TÜV, content 1,85l.

2142 MERINO LAMB MEDICAL

KATRIN LEUZE
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2142 WOOLSHEEP LAMB
The very special about the sheep skin products is, that they are washable at 30°C. Please use a
special or mild detergent.

2142 00 19
FUR WOOLSHEP LAMB
The fleece from Australian lambs wool
brings comfort to every home. Never
cold again. Whether on the garden
bench, chairs, sofa, in bed or on the
floor - they are a real eye catcher. The
fleece is available on request as a
double or a carpet.
They are also available with a useful
carrying belt.

2142 91 19
FUR WOOLSHEEP LAMB WITH CARRYING BELT

2142 WOOLSHEEP LAMB

KATRIN LEUZE
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diameter: 40cm
size: 40x40cm
2142 00 41
SEAT PAD WOOLSHEEP LAMB
Never cold again. This lambs fleece as a seat cover will be your new highlight both in or outdoors- it
suits your favourite chair or bench perfectly.

COLOR WOOLSHEEP LAMB

100

103

102 BS

105

104

102 TP

102 GR

102 SZ

102 06

102 PI

102 RT

102 OR

2142 WOOLSHEEP LAMB

KATRIN LEUZE
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2142 00 19 1200 02
FUR WOOLSHEEP LAMB 2 FURS
size: 175x63cm

2142 00 19 2100 02
FUR WOOLSHEEP LAMB 4 FURS
size: 185x125cm

2142 00 19 1200 02
FUR WOOLSHEEP LAMB 6 FURS
size: 185x180cm

2142 WOOLSHEEP LAMB

KATRIN LEUZE
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This luxury dogs cushion out of shorn sheep's wool with a leather backing and filling is the right place
in winter or in summer for all dogs. The dogs cushion is fully washable at 30°C.

2142 94 41
DOG PILLOW WOOLSHEEP LAMB
size: 100x70cm

2142 91 41
DOF PILLOW WOOLSHEEP LAMB SHORTENEND
size: 100x65cm

2142 WOOLSHEEP LAMB

KATRIN LEUZE
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2163 TIBET LAMB NATUR
cow leather

The tibet lamb fur is a very special natural product. It is distiguished by its curly, silky and soft hair.

2163 TIBET LAMB / H.

KATRIN LEUZE
- COLLECTION -

2163 21 29
STOOL TIBET LAMB
size: 45x45x45cm
2163 31 99
ARM CHAIR TIBET LAMB
This chair is in truth an eye catcher! Covered in Tibetan lamb fleece it attracts attention to itself.
Available in combination with leather or completely in leather.

2163 21 70
CARPET TIBET LAMB
size: 200cm / 300cm / special sizes on inquiry

2163 TIBET LAMB / H.

KATRIN LEUZE
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2163 21 41
CUSHION TIBET LAMB
The most beautiful silky soft curls on the front, either fine
cashmere wool on the reverse - this cushion made of
Tibetan lambskin is especially pleasant and cuddly. The
cushion with the long, soft corkscrew curls is easy to
clean. Just shake it once and its like new – fluffy soft
luxury invites you to relax. It is available in different
colour variations.
size: 40x40cm / 50x50cm

2163 21 43
PALID TIBET LAMB
Extra fluffy and cuddly soft is the blanket/ throw out of Tibetan lambs wool. This high quality blanket /
throw can be decoratively draped over sofa, armchair or used as a bedspread or blanket in the
bedroom. Each interior is transformed into an oasis of comfort. The home accessory guarantees the
highest quality standards and extravagant designs. Available in sizes 130 x 180 / 140 x 200 and
special sizes on request.

2163 TIBET LAMB / H.

KATRIN LEUZE
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2163 21 79
STORM LAMP TIBET LAMB
This hand-blown wind lantern with the elegant and unusual Tibetan lamb skin cover offers an
atmospheric atmosphere all year round and lends a comforting light to any room. The wind lantern is
available in heights of 22cm and 35cm.

2162 21 65
BAG TIBET LAMB
size: 40x26cm

2163 TIBET LAMB / H.

KATRIN LEUZE
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COLORS TIBET LAMB / H.
ecru

silver

steelblue

balck

coffee

dark grey

dark grey grey

raven

marone

camel

sand / brown

2163 TIBET LAMB / H.
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COLORS TIBET LAMB / H.
greige

powder

bordeaux

red

jeans blue

darkest green

aqua green

emerald

multicolor

2163 TIBET LAMB / H.

KATRIN LEUZE
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2164 TIBET LAMB

2164 21 19
FUR TIBET LAMB
size: 100cm

2164 21 41
CUSHION TIBET LAMB / ALCANTARA
A really special eye catcher is this Tibetan lamb skin
cushion. This unusual natural product is
distinguished by its very fine curly, soft, silky hair.
The unique curly fleece lends a feeling of comfort to
the living room and inviting evenings on the couch.
The cushion are available in either full fleece or with
a backing of cashmere. Available in sizes 50x50 or
40x40. No filling.

2164 TIBET LAMB / F.

KATRIN LEUZE
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COLORS TIBET LAMB / F.
jeans blue

turquoise

harbor green

lime

black snowtop

black

stone grey

silver grey

dusky pink - pink

lilac

quarz pink

neon pink

beige

beige snowtop

snow white

2164 TIBET LAMB / F.

KATRIN LEUZE
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2165 MERINO LAMB / VELOURS

2165 00 43
PLAID MERINO LAMB / VELOURS
size: 135x200cm

2165 MERINO LAMB / VELOURS

KATRIN LEUZE
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2165 MERINO LAMM / VELOURS

2165 20 43
PLAID MERINO LAMB SHORTENED / VELOURS
size: 130x180cm
Finest Merino wool gives this throw a touch of pure luxury. Due to its lightness, lined with velour, this
throw will become your faithful companion and a special eye-catcher. Throw available in size 140 x200
cm.

ink blue

chocolate

orange

2165 20 42
NECK CUSHIOM MERINO LAMB SHORTENED / VELOURS
size: 35x20cm inkl. Füllung
2165 20 41
CUSHION MERINO LAMB SHORTENED / VELOURS
size: 50x30cm inkl. Füllung

2165 MERINO LAMB / VELOURS

KATRIN LEUZE
- COLLECTION -

ink blue
chocolate
2165 20 65
SHOPPER MERINO LAMB SHORTENED / VELOURS
size: 36x32x16cm

orange

2165 20 50
HOT WATER BOTTLE MERINO LAMB SHORTENED / VELOURS
1,85 l

2165 MERINO LAMB / VELOURS

KATRIN LEUZE
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2165 MERINO LAMB PATCH / VELOURS

2165 25 43
PLAID MERINO LAMB PATCH
size: 140x200cm

2165 MERINO LAMB PATCH VELOURS

KATRIN LEUZE
- COLLECTION -

2179 SABLE
The fur for those products comes from wild animals in the asian taiga. The products are designed
and processed in Germany.

2179 22 22
SCARF SABLE KNITTED
size: 15x120cm
2179 22 43
PLAID SABLE KNITTED
size: 130x180cm
There is hardly another lighter and cuddlier fur throw as this luxurious knitted sable throw. It is
made from individual strands which gives it an especially extravagant appearance. The lovely fur
has a matt sheen and adds that certain touch of elegance to your interior. The fur of tsars – the
sable is the most precious of all furs. Its natural brown tones suit every interior.

2179 SABLE

KATRIN LEUZE
- COLLECTION -

2179 00 43
PLAID SABLE / 100% CASHMERE
Pure luxury – let yourself be seduced by this exclusive cuddly throw out of Canadian sable. Sable fur
is the most precious of all furs and rightly so. Its very fine and silky guard hair makes the sable fur
fluffy and pleasant to the touch. With its silky matt shimmer this cuddly throw brightens every room. A
real piece of luxury. The throw comes with a backing of 100% cashmere wool.
size: 130x180cm

2179 00 41
CUSHION SABLE / 100% CASHMERE
This cushion made out of the fur of all furs, the sable is an exceptionally exclusive accessory. The fur
of the Canadian sable is characterized by its very fine, silky middle length guard hair. This extra soft,
fluffy cuddly cushion has a backing of 100% finest cashmere wool. Whether on its own or in
combination with the matching throw – the fur with its silky matt shimmer brings a touch of elegance
and luxury to every room.

2179 SABLE

KATRIN LEUZE
- COLLECTION -

2550 LAMB LEATHER
rabbit
rex rabbit
lambswool

2550 LAMB LEATHER

KATRIN LEUZE
- COLLECTION -

2550 37 60
COSMETIC BAG LAMB LEATHER METALLIC
The lamb nappa leather cosmetic bag is an exclusive travelling companion with its trendy “metallic
effect”. The cosmetic bag is available in three different sizes 19x15 cm, 27x21 cm and 33x25 cm
and due to that, they are perfectly suited as a set for your beauty products on longer stays. The
golden ring and the leather tassel give the cosmetic bag a certain elegance.

2550 37 61
JUWEL BAG LAMB LEATHER METALLIC
A glamourous bag made of elegant lambs nappa leather for your favorite pieces of jewellery. The
smooth leather makes the surface of the jewellery bag very soft and with its “metallic effect” parkles
both inside and out. The jewel bag with small tassel is an extravagant accessory with a classy and
timeless look.

2550 LAMB LEATHER

KATRIN LEUZE
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2550 37 09
TRAVEL-SLIPPER LAMB LEATHER METALLIC
These slippers, made of finest lamb nappa leather, are perfect for journeys because they can be
folded and put into a matching leather bag. Beyond that, the soft slippers shine with a modern
“metallic effect” in gold or silver. The slippers are available in sizes 37 up to 41.

2550 37 23
HEART LAMB LEATHER METALLIC
The heart-pendant is made of finest lamb nappa leather through which it gets an incredibly soft
surface. Both with and without the Swarovski pearl pendants becomes the heart, along with the
“metallic effect”, a gleaming accessory. As a charming, little gift is it a wonderful proof of love at the
same time.

2550 LAMB LEATHER

KATRIN LEUZE
- COLLECTION -

2550 37 21
TEDDY LAMB LEATHER METALLIC

2550 37 18
CAMEL LAMB LEATHER METALLIC

COLOUR CARD LAMB LEATHER

silver

gold

white

black

2550 LAMB LEATHER

KATRIN LEUZE
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2551 PYTHON
Das ausgesuchte Reptilienleder stammt von Farmen, die dem Washingtoner
Artenschutzabkommen unterliegen.

2551 00 60
COSMETIC BAG PYTHON
This cosmetic bag is the perfect companion for every style-conscious women. The bags size
(19x15cm) fits in every pouch and keeps you cosmetic products together.

2551 00 23
HEART PYTHON
The cute little heart turns every keychain or handbag into a eye catcher. It’s the perfect present for
a good friend, your mother or sister.

2551 PYTHON

KATRIN LEUZE
- COLLECTION -

2552 PIG VELOURS

2552 PIG VELOURS

KATRIN LEUZE
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2552 00 43
PLAID PIG VELOURS
100% LAMBSWOOL
A wonderful, diverse
combination of velvety
pork velour on the front
side and pure lambswool
on the reverse, combined
in this extraordinary
wonderful throw. With its
fringes and seams is it not
only extremely chic, but
also suitable for cool
evenings, due to the
lambswool on the reverse
side. The throw measures
130x180 cm.

2552 00 47
PLAID 100% LAMBSWOOL PIG VELOURS FRINGES
A cuddle experience in a class of its own. The fluffy lambswool makes the plaid a fantastically soft
affair and promises some cosy hours of relaxation. The fringes are made of porc velour and places
stylish emphasizes in every interior. The plaid has a size of 130x180 cm.

2552 PIG VELOURS

KATRIN LEUZE
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camel

2552 00 41
CUSHION PIG VELOURS
This cushion is made of an extravagant, velvety porc velour and looks good on every classy leather
sofa. The wonderful seams in the middle give the cushion a unique style, which is completed by the
leather-tassel. The cushion is available in the size 40x40 cm, which is delivered without a filling,
and in the size 60x40 cm, which is sent with a filling of duck and goose-feathers.

anthracite

2552 PIG VELOURS

KATRIN LEUZE
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2552 21 47
PLAID WOOL CASHMERE PIG LEATHER FRINGES SHORT
size: 130x180cm
2552 21 41
CUSHION PIG LEATHER
size: 50x30cm

2552 PIG VELOURS

KATRIN LEUZE
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2555 GOAT VELOURS

2555 GOAT VELOURS

KATRIN LEUZE
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2555 00 43
PLAID GOAT VELOURS FRINGES
A cuddle experience in a class of its own. The fluffy lambswool makes the plaid a fantastically soft
affair and promises some cosy hours of relaxation. The fringes are made of porc velour and places
stylish emphasizes in every interior. The plaid has a size of 130x180 cm.

2555 00 43
CUSHION GOAT VELOURS
size: 35x22cm with goose feather
filling

2555 GOAT VELOURS

KATRIN LEUZE
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2555 00 47
PLAID WOOL CASHMERE / GOAT
VELOURS FRINGES
A cuddle experience in a class of its own.
The fluffy mix of 20% cashmere and 80%
wool makes the plaid a fantastically soft
affair and promises some cosy hours of
relaxation. The fringes are made of goat
velour and places stylish emphasizes in
every interior. The plaid has a size of
130x180 cm.

2555 66 43
PLAID 100% CASHMERE / GOAT
VELOURS EMBROIDERY
A dreamlike fluffy throw out of purest
cashmere. This luxurious throw is not
only soft and cuddly, but the embroidery
and fringes, made of beautiful goat
velour, make the plaid an enviably eyecatcher. The plaid measures 130x180
cm.

camel

sand

ecru

grey

black

2555 GOAT VELOURS
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2556 COW LEATHER
rabbit
rabbit shortenend
tibet lamb
100% cashmere

2556 COW LEATHER

KATRIN LEUZE
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2556 31 98
SOFA COW LEATHER

2556 31 99
ARMCHAIR COW LEATHER

2556 31 97
STOOL / TABLE COW LEATHER
height: 40cm
diameter: 55cm
available with or without glass plate

2556 COW LEATHER

KATRIN LEUZE
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2554 31 43
PLAID COW LEATHER
size: 140x180cm

2554 31 41
DOG PILLOW COW LEATHER
The human’s best friend deserves
a special place: the dog pillow is
very soft.
size: 120x80cm

2556 COW LEATHER

KATRIN LEUZE
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2777 FEAHTERS

2777 47 41
CUSHION GUNIEA FOWL FEATHERS
size: 50x30cm
2777 43 43
PLAID LAMBSWOOL / GUNIEA FOWL FEATHERS
Maß: 130x180cm

2777 43 43
PLAID WOOL CASHMERE / DUCK FEATHERS
size: 130x180cm

2798 43 43
PALID WOOL EMU FEATHERS
size: 130x180cm

2777 FEATHERS

KATRIN LEUZE
- COLLECTION -

2799 FEAHTERS OSTRICH

2799 FEATHERS OSTRICH

KATRIN LEUZE
- COLLECTION -

2799 23 43
PLAID 100% LAMBSWOOL OSTRICH FEATHERS
size: 130x180cm

2799 43 43
PLAID 100% CASHMERE OSTRICH FEATHERS
size: 130x180cm

2799 FEATHERS OSTRICH

KATRIN LEUZE
- COLLECTION -

2799 43 41
CUSHION OSTRICH FEATHERS / LINEN BORDER

2799 47 41
CUSHION OSTRICH FEATHERS / LINEN BACK

The cushions made of 100% linen are perfectly light and elegant. With the ostrich feathers the cushion
is something very special and a beautiful eye catcher. Available in size 40x40cm and 50x50cm. The
cushions will be delivered without filling.

2799 FEATHERS OSTRICH

KATRIN LEUZE
- COLLECTION -

3035 CASHMERE MERINO SILK PURL
rex rabbit patch

3035 CASHMERE MERINO SILK PURL

KATRIN LEUZE
- COLLECTION -

3035 75 43
KNITTED PLAID
size: 130x170cm
3035 74 41
KNITTED CUSHION
size: 40x40cm / 50x50cm / 35x20cm
The characteristics of the two most precious natural fibres, along with merino wool, are united to an
exclusive knitted fabric. Cashmere and silk make the knitted fabric more tearproof and give the
product discreet shine. The merino wool gives the cushion a smooth softness. The throw is in stocking
stitch and produces a wonderful knit-look.

3035 CASHMERE MERINO SILK PURL

KATRIN LEUZE
- COLLECTION -

3035 75 06
KNITTED SHOES
No more cold feet! This is promised by these
enchanting knitted shoes. The merino wool
and cashmere will warm your feet and the
silk will give your skin a pleasant feeling.
Furthermore, the knitted shoes are a real
eye-catcher with their beautiful knitted plain
look. The knitted shoes are available in the
sizes S (36-37), M (38-39) and L (40-41).

3035 75 40
CHERRYSTONE CUSHION
A wonderful knitted cover for a cherry stone cushion. With the help of the wool and the cashmere is it
possible to save the warmth of the warmed up cherry stone cushion which guarantees a longer period
of effectiveness. The material used has not only practical aspects, but also aesthetic reasons because
the silk creates a gleam and makes the cherry stone cushion a classy eye-catcher. The cushion cover
is available in the size 20x20 cm and is delivered with the cherry stone cushion.

3035 CASHMERE MERINO SILK PURL

KATRIN LEUZE
- COLLECTION -

3035 75 50
HOT WATER BOTTLE CLASSIC
This enchantingly knitted plain hot water
bottle cover is made of finest cashmeremerino-silk-mix and is perfectly suited to
feel-good evenings. With the help of this
hot water bottle you could enjoy pure
relaxation after a stressful day. The
rubber hot water bottle, with a volume of
1,85 litres is made in Germany and is
verified by the German Technical
Inspection Agency - TÜV.

3035 75 52
HOT WATER BOTTLE HEART
The extravagant hot water bottle does not
only give your skin a cosy warm feeling, but
also warms up your heart. One of the most
high quality mixes has been used for the
knitted fabric, which is reflected in an extra
soft and slightly gleaming surface. The
rubber hot water bottle, with a volume of 1,0
litres, is made in Germany and verified by the
German Technical Inspection Agency - TÜV.

3035 CASHMERE MERINO SILK PURL

KATRIN LEUZE
- COLLECTION -

COLORS CASHMERE MERINO SILK KNITTED PURL

ecru
knitted plaid / knitted cushion / knitted shoes /
cherrystone cushion / hot water bottle classic /
hot water bottle heart

light grey
knitted plaid / knitted cushion

grey mel.
knitted plaid / knitted cushion / knitted shoes /
cherrystone cushion / hot water bottle classic /
hot water bottle heart

feather grey
knitted plaid / knitted cushion / hot water bottle classic

uni grey
knitted plaid / knitted cushion / hot water bottle classic

anthracite
knitted plaid / knitted cushion / cherrystone cushion /
hot water bottle heart

dark grey
knitted plaid / knitted cushion / hot water bottle classic

black
knitted plaid / knitted cushion

3035 CASHMERE MERINO SILK PURL

KATRIN LEUZE
- COLLECTION -

COLORS CASHMERE MERINO SILK KNITTED PURL

beige mel.
knitted plaid / knitted cushion / knitted shoes /
cherrystone cushion / hot water bottle classic /
hot water bottle heart

dark beige mel.
knitted plaid / knitted cushion / knitted shoes /
cherrystone cushion / hot water bottle classic /
hot water bottle heart

camel
knitted plaid / knitted cushion / hot water bottle classic

hazelnut
knitted plaid / hot water bottle classic

dark brown mel.
knitted plaid / knitted cushion / knitted shoes /
cherrystone cushion / hot water bottle classic /
hot water bottle heart

light pink
knitted plaid / knitted cushion / knitted shoes /
cherrystone cushion / hot water bottle classic /
hot water bottle heart

dusky pink
cherrystone cushion / hot water bottle classic

greige
knitted plaid / knitted cushion / hot water bottle classic

3035 CASHMERE MERINO SILK PURL

KATRIN LEUZE
- COLLECTION -

COLORS CASHMERE MERINO SILK KNITTED PURL

pink
knitted plaid / hot water bottle classic /
hot water bottle heart

lilac
knitted plaid / hot water bottle classic

blue grey
knitted plaid / knitted cushion / knitted shoes /
cherrystone cushion / hot water bottle classic /

petrol
knitted plaid / knitted cushion / knitted shoes /
cherrystone cushion / hot water bottle classic /

fuchsia
knitted plaid

light blue
knitted plaid / knitted cushion / knitted shoes /
cherrystone cushion / hot water bottle classic /
hot water bottle heart

azure
knitted plaid / hot water bottle classic

torquoise
knitted plaid / hot water bottle classic

3035 CASHMERE MERINO SILK PURL

KATRIN LEUZE
- COLLECTION -

COLORS CASHMERE MERINO SILK KNITTED PURL

green
knitted plaid

pastell green
knitted plaid

dark green
hot water bottle classic

orange
knitted shoes / hot water bottle classic

3035 CASHMERE MERINO SILK PURL

KATRIN LEUZE
- COLLECTION -

3036 CASHMERE MERINO SILK FINE
silver fox

3036 CASHMERE MERINO SILK FINE

KATRIN LEUZE
- COLLECTION -

3036 00 30
TRAVELING KIT KNITTED SOCKS
This luxurious travel set that is made in Europe ist he ideal companion
for flights, train travel or long car journeys. This really practical set which
comprises of a pillow, eyeshades and ribbed socks is made out of high
quality cashmere blend. The cashmere blend is smooth, soft and fluffy.
Additionally the blend of merino and silk makes it light. It has a wonderful
clear knitted appearance. The set is washable.

3036 00 33
TRAVELING KIT SMALL

3036 CASHMERE MERINO SILK FINE

KATRIN LEUZE
- COLLECTION -

3036 00 31
EYE MASK SET
This set of eyeshades out of finest high quality knitted cashmere blend is the perfect accessory for
your well-being both at home and travelling. The cashmere eye-shades are backed with a feather light
padding of quilted black satin. This guarantees you an optimum blackout in bright rooms and a restful
sleep. The merino blend gives additional lightness and softness.

3036 00 30
RELAXING SET
This relax set out of high quality cashmere merino silk blend gives you the feeling of relaxation and
well-being. It comprises a herb filled cushion and pair of very fine soft eye-shades. As a result, the
cushion is feather light, the cashmere blend very soft to the touch. You can relax. Through your body's
heat, the compilation of six different herbs and organic millet husks unfolds its delicate, soothing scent
for pure relaxation.

3036 CASHMERE MERINO SILK FINE

KATRIN LEUZE
- COLLECTION -

3036 00 50
HOT WATER BOTTLE
A beautiful hot water bottle in elegant
fine knitted look. It not only gives the
body a deep warm feeling, but also
feels sleek and soft on the skin. The
hot water bottle guarantees deep
relaxation on cold winter days. The
rubber hot water bottle, with a volume
of 1,85 litres, is made in Germany and
is verified by the German Technical
Inspection Agency - TÜV.

3036 00 52
HOT WATER BOTTLE HEART
This soft heart-shaped hot water
bottle enchants everybody. The
function of the hot water bottle was
taken into account as well as the
charming heart form in fine knitted
pattern which creates that certain
something. The rubber hot water
bottle with a volume of 1,0 litres, is
made in Germany and is verified by
the German Technical Inspection
Agency - TÜV.

3036 CASHMERE MERINO SILK FINE

KATRIN LEUZE
- COLLECTION -

3036 71 43
KNITTED PLAID CABLE
The knitted plaid is made of an enchantingly
soft cashmere-merino-silk-mix. Due to the
material-mix the plaid is an ideal companion
on mild summer nights. The fine knitted
cable pattern creates an extravagant look.
The throw measures 130x170 cm.

grey mel.

ecru

beige mel.

dark beige mel.

light pink

light blue

black

3036 CASHMERE MERINO SILK FINE

KATRIN LEUZE
- COLLECTION -

3036 73 43
KNITTED PLAID BORDER
The plaid has been finished with the best
materials. The merino wool creates, along
with the silk and the cashmere, a
wonderful softness and a pleasant feel.
The characteristics of the two most
precious natural fibres, silk and cashmere,
make the plaid very light and glossy and
along with the fine knitted boarder pattern
a classy look. The throw is available in the
size 130x170 cm.
grey mel.

ecru

beige mel.

light pink

light blue

anthracite

black

3036 CASHMERE MERINO SILK FINE

KATRIN LEUZE
- COLLECTION -

3036 44 43
KNITTED PLAID STRASSBAND
size: 140x180cm

light grey

grey mel.

beige mel.

ecru

3036 CASHMERE MERINO SILK FINE

KATRIN LEUZE
- COLLECTION -

3036 00 55
HEART LAVENDER
This delicate heart out of fine high quality cashmere is
filled with lavender and gives your room a pleasant
perfume. Lavender is known for its calming effects
and it helps you to sleep. For these reasons the
lavender heart is used decoratively in the bedroom
either hung on the bedside table or laid in the
wardrobe. The heart is decorated with a velvet bow
that can be used to hang it up.

3036 00 58 / 3036 44 58
SAC LAVENDER
This small pouch out of fine high quality cashmere is
filled with lavender and gives your room a pleasant
perfume. Lavender is known for its calming effects and it
helps you to sleep. For these reasons the lavender heart
is used decoratively in the bedroom either hung on the
bedside table or laid in the wardrobe. This practical
accessory is decorated with a Swarovski diamante band.

3036 00 21
TEDDY
A soft fluffy teddy made out of high quality cashmere – merino - silk blend – the perfect gift for
accessory lovers and children. The teddy feels particularly soft and silky. The combination of
cashmere, merino and silk makes it soft and smooth. The teddy is very finely knitted giving it a
wonderful clear knitted structure.

3036 CASHMERE MERINO SILK FINE

KATRIN LEUZE
- COLLECTION -

BABY

3036 00 51
HOT WATER BOTTLE BABY
This cute baby hot-water bottle out of fine cashmere –
merino-silk blend is the ideal gift for the young family
members. The cashmere blend is skin friendly and silky
soft. The silk blend makes it light. The additional thermal
and breathable properties of the cashmere fibres are of
benefit. The rubber hot-water bottle is TÜV approved
and hast a capacity of 0.6 litres.

3035 75 51
HOT WATER BOTTLE BABY KNITTED
The junior hot water bottle was made for your
offspring to enjoy high quality material and to give
the kids a velvety and cosy warm feeling. The
rubber hot water bottle, with a volume of 0,6 litres
is made in Germany and verified by the German
Technical Inspection Agency - TÜV.

3035 75 07
KNITTED SHOES BABY

3036 71 44
KNITTED PLAID CABLE BABY
The knitted baby blanket is made out of fine cashmere-merino-silk blend. This is especially fluffy and
radiates warmth and cuddly softness. The fine cable pattern gives the small blanket an extravagant
appearance. It is the perfect cuddly blanket for your baby and the nursery. It is also ideal as a living
room throw on the sofa, armchair or a small stool.

30 CASHMERE MERINO SILK BABY

KATRIN LEUZE
- COLLECTION -

3037 CASHMERE MERINO SILK PERSONALIZED

3037 70 43
KNITTED PLAID JAQUARD NAME
Finest merino wool with exquisite cashmere and soft silk are united in this excellent knitted blanket.
Thanks to the merino-cashmere-combination the blanket is very light, soft and breathable. Using the
Jacquard technology it is possible to knit names of up to 6 - 8 letters into the blanket, which makes the
product a truly unique designer piece. The measure‘s 130x170 cm.

3037 70 41
KNITTED CUSHION JAQUARD
NAME
The cushion is made exclusively of
excellent and exquisite natural fibres.
The cashmere-merino-mix makes the
cushion light and soft. With the help
of the silk the product gets a
shimmering gleam. Furthermore, it is
also possible to knit up to 6 - 8
letters/signs into the cushion, on
request.
size: 50x30cm

3037 CASHMERE MERINO SILK PERSONALIZED

KATRIN LEUZE
- COLLECTION -

3037 70 41
KNITTED CUSHION LOVE
The cushion is made exclusively of excellent and exquisite natural fibres. The cashmere-merino-mix
makes the cushion light and soft. With the help of the silk the product gets a shimmering gleam.
size: 35x20cm

grey mel.

dusky pink

3037 70 30
KNITTED CUSHION RELAX
The Relax cushion is filled with pleasant lavender filling.
size: 38x20cm

3037 CASHMERE MERINO SILK PERSONALIZED

KATRIN LEUZE
- COLLECTION -

BABY

3037 72 41
KNITTED CUSHION JAQUARD HEART
The cushion is an exclusive highlight in you interior accessories. The
cashmere, merino and silk blend offers distinguished first class quality. The
cashmere wool is distinguished by its inimitable softness and warmth
retention, merino and silk through smoothness and lightness. The knitted heart
gives the cushion a loving character. Ideal as a gift for accessory lovers

3037 70 44
KNITTED PLAID JAQUARD HEART
This exclusive knitted baby blanket does not only keep you wonderfully warm but
also your children and babies. The cashmere-merino –silk blend gives the blanket
thermal and breathable qualities, is skin friendly, feather-light, soft and smooth.
The Jacquard pattern is in addition to the high quality material a specialty of this
blanket. The knitted heart gives the cuddly throw of 90 x 120 cm a loving
character. Also available in 130x170cm.

3037 CASHMERE MERINO SILK PERSONALIZED

KATRIN LEUZE
- COLLECTION -

BABY

3037 70 44
3037 70 41
KNITTED PLAID BABY, KNITTED CUSHION JAQUARD NAME
The really personal throw: You want to give your young ones something soft and cuddly to make them
happy? This exclusive knitted baby blanket out of fine high quality cashmere-merino-silk blend has
thermal properties and is wonderfully warm. Due to the jacquard technique it is possible to have your
name knitted into the blanket, making the product an individual personal designer piece.
size cushion: 50x30cm

3037 72 51
HOT WATER BOTTLE BABY JAQUARD HEART
Natural fibres of the highest quality for kids. The small junior hot water bottle ensures that your
offspring will be surrounded by a cozy warm feeling, even on cold winter days. Due to the heart
pattern, the hot water bottle becomes a favourite accessory of every child. It is the perfect gift for all
little princes and princesses. The rubber hot water bottle, with a volume of 0,6 litres, is made in
Germany and is verified by the German Technical Inspection Agency - TÜV.

3037 CASHMERE MERINO SILK PERSONALIZED

KATRIN LEUZE
- COLLECTION -

COLORS HOT WATER BOTTLE JAQUARD HEART
PERSONALIZED KNITTED PLAIDS AND CUSHIONS *

*

beige mel. – ecru

*

turquoise – grey

dark green – grey

silver – white

dark beige – beige

anthracite – white

black – ecru

orange – ecru

light yellow – ecru

light pink – ecru

light blue – ecru

*

grey mel. – ecru

*

3037 CASHMERE MERINO SILK PERSONALIZED

KATRIN LEUZE
- COLLECTION -

3040 CASHMERE MERINO SILK MINK

3040 48 43
KNITTED PLAID MINK BORDER
size: 140x180cm.

3040 CASHMERE MERINO SILK MINK

KATRIN LEUZE
- COLLECTION -

3135 100% CASHMERE KNITTED COARSE

3135 100% CASHMERE KNITTED COARSE

KATRIN LEUZE
- COLLECTION -

3135 71 43
PLAID CABLE
This beautiful throw is manufactured out of
the king of natural fibres. Cashmere is not
only warm, but also creates a silky gleam in
the product. Moreover, cashmere is a very
light product and has a “self-purifying power”
which means that it is not necessary to wash
or to dry-clean the throw very often. The
fashionable cable pattern gives every room
an elegant ambience. The throw measures
130x170 cm.
grey mel.
ecru

biege mel.

dark beige mel.

anthracite

yellow

orange

light blue

light green

emerald

pink

fuchsia

purple

3135 100% CASHMERE KNITTED COARSE

KATRIN LEUZE
- COLLECTION -

camel

dark brown

3135 77 43
PLAID COARSE RIB KNITTING
This throw is a real jewel. Cashmeres’ high quality characteristics make it soft to handle, light weight
and gives optimum warmth on cold winter days. Furthermore, the precious wool does not scratch on
the skin and makes the surface of the plaid silky gleaming. Through the modern pattern, the plaid
places stylish emphasizes in every interior. The plaid has a size of 130x170 cm.

3135 100% CASHMERE KNITTED COARSE

KATRIN LEUZE
- COLLECTION -

100% CASHMERE KNITTED

3135 100% CASHMERE KNITTED COARSE

KATRIN LEUZE
- COLLECTION -

3135 71 50
HOT WATER BOTTLE CABLE
This elegant hot water bottle with a knitted cover
of 100 % cashmere is the ideal companion for
the cold season. The rubber hot water bottle is
made in Germany, TÜV certified and can hold
1,85 liters.

grey mel.
ecru

greige

beige mel.

dark beige mel.

anthracite

bordeaux

purple

fuchsia

salmon

light green

light turquoise

light blue

royal blue

marine

3135 100% CASHMERE KNITTED COARSE

KATRIN LEUZE
- COLLECTION -

grey mel.

3135 71 40
CHERRYSTONE CUSHION CABLE
A luxurious and high quality cherry stone cushion with a cover out of precious cashmere with a lovely
dreamlike cable pattern. An astoundingly soft feel-good experience. The cushion cover in the size
20x20 cm is delivered with a cherry stone cushion, which is verified by Oeko-Tex 100.
ecru

beige mel.

dark beige mel.

anthracite

bordeaux

pruple

salmon

emerald

3135 100% CASHMERE KNITTED COARSE

KATRIN LEUZE
- COLLECTION -

3135 77 43
PLAID HAND RIB KNITTING
This throw is a real jewel. Cashmeres’ high quality characteristics make it soft to handle, light weight
and gives optimum warmth on cold winter days. Furthermore, the precious wool does not scratch on
the skin and makes the surface of the plaid silky gleaming. Through the modern pattern, the plaid
places stylish emphasizes in every interior. The plaid has a size of 130x170 cm.

3135 75 43
PLAID BOUCLÉ
This throw is a real jewel.
Cashmeres’ high quality
characteristics make it soft to
handle, light weight and gives
optimum warmth on cold winter
days. Furthermore, the precious
wool does not scratch on the
skin and makes the surface of
the plaid silky gleaming. Through
the modern pattern, the plaid
places stylish emphasizes in
every interior. The plaid has a
size of 130x170 cm.

ecru

grey

3135 100% CASHMERE KNITTED COARSE

KATRIN LEUZE
- COLLECTION -

3136 71 43
PLAID BOUCLÉ CABLE
size: 130x180cm

3135 40 43
PLAID IGLOO
size: 130x180cm

3135 100% CASHMERE KNITTED COARSE

KATRIN LEUZE
- COLLECTION -

3135 40 43
PLAID COARSE KNITTED
size: 130x170cm

ecru / light blue

3135 40 50
HOT WATER BOTTLE COARSE KNITTED
This enchantingly knitted plain hot water bottle cover is made
of finest cashmere-merino-silk-mix and is perfectly suited to
feel-good evenings. With the help of this hot water bottle you
could enjoy pure relaxation after a stressful day. The rubber
hot water bottle, with a volume of 1,85 litres is made in
Germany and is verified by the German Technical Inspection
Agency - TÜV.

3135 40 43
PLAID COARSE KNITTED
szie: 130x170cm

3135 100% CASHMERE KNITTED COARSE

KATRIN LEUZE
- COLLECTION -

3136 100% CASHMERE KNITTED FINE

grey mel.

3136 73 43
KNITTED PLAID 3-COLORED
This classical knitted throw of finest cashmere in a modern
variation with colour-coordinated surround and a convenient
pouch of the same material lets you look good during your
travels and at the same time offers a feeling of security.
size: 140x180cm

beige mel.

light turquoise-grey mel.anthracite

ecru – grey mel.

ecru

royal blue-anthracite- grey mel.

3136 100% CASHMERE KNITTED FINE

KATRIN LEUZE
- COLLECTION -

3136 23 43
KNITTED PLAID LEATHER
FRINGE
This classical knitted throw of
finest cashmere in a modern
variation with colourcoordinated surround and a
convenient pouch of the
same material lets you look
good during your travels and
at the same time offers a
feeling of security.

grey mel. - camel

grey mel. - grey

3136 100% CASHMERE KNITTED FINE

KATRIN LEUZE
- COLLECTION -

3140 100% CASHMERE KNITTED MINK

3140 77 43
PLAID MINK BORDER
A touch of luxury – this exclusive throw out of high quality cashmere with a mink fur border is truly
individual. Cashmere is the king amongst natural fibres hence extremely soft and fluffy. Additionally
cashmere has self-cleaning properties – it does not require frequent washing. The coarse rib pattern
gives the cuddly throw an extravagant and sporty appearance.

3140 100% CASHMERE KNITTED MINK

KATRIN LEUZE
- COLLECTION -

33 100% LAMBSWOOL

beige mel. / ecru

ecru

grey mel. / ecru

light pink / ecru

light blue / ecru

blue / ecru

emerald / ecru

3339 01 43
PLAID PATTEREND
size: 130x180cm

33 WOOL MIX
100% LAMBSWOOL

KATRIN LEUZE
- COLLECTION -

anthracite

camel

3339 81 43
PLAID PIQUÉ
size: 130x200cm

33 WOOL MIX
100% LAMBSWOOL

KATRIN LEUZE
- COLLECTION -

3435 50% WOOL – 50% POLYACRYL

light grey mel.

dark grey mel.

naturel

3435 00 43
KNITTED PLAID
size: 120x170cm

3435 50% WO – 50% PC KNITTED

KATRIN LEUZE
- COLLECTION -

3437 50% WOOL – 50% POLYACRYL PERSONALIZED

3437 70 41
DOG PILLOW MY BEST FRIEND
size: 100x70cm

3437 70 41
DOG PILLOW NAME
size: 80x60cm

Pillows are delivered with filling.

34 50% WO – 50% PC PERSONALIZED

KATRIN LEUZE
- COLLECTION -

38 100% MERINO JERSEY

A soft fluffy dog made out of high
quality merino - blend – the perfect
gift for accessory lovers and children.
The dog feels particularly soft and
silky. The dog is very finely knitted
giving it a wonderful clear knitted
structure.
height dog big: 40cm
height dog small: 26cm

3836 00 04
DOG BIG

3836 00 04
DOG SMALL

38 100% MERINO JERSEY

KATRIN LEUZE
- COLLECTION -

3836 00 21
TEDDY
A soft fluffy teddy made out of high quality merino - blend – the perfect gift for accessory lovers and
children. The teddy feels particularly soft and silky. The teddy is very finely knitted giving it a wonderful
clear knitted structure.

3836 00 50
HOT WATER BOTTLE
content: 1,85l

38 100% MERINO JERSEY

KATRIN LEUZE
- COLLECTION -

4033 VELVET

4033 41 60
COSMETIC BAG VELVET STEPCARO / STRASS
The cosmetic bag is a timeless, elegant companion
which carries all your cosmetic products. The zipper
is taken with cute strass stones.
size: 21x14cm

rot
pink

orange

camel

ecru

braun

dunkelbraun

grün

grau

schwarz

4033 VELVET

KATRIN LEUZE
- COLLECTION -

5038 SILK

camel-blue

5038 84 41
CUSHION 100% SILK PAISLEY
The elegant cushion is made of flexible soft silk and a real treasure. The extraordinary lovely paisley
pattern makes the cushion an enchanting piece which lights up every interior. The cushion is available
in the size 40x40 cm and is delivered without a filling.

camel-blue

5038 84 43
PLAID 100% SILK / WOOL CASHMERE
A wonderful throw which is made of one of the most precious natural fibres combined with a noble mix
of 20% cashmere and 80% wool. The mix of wool-cashmere on the reverse warms excellently and the
front side out of finest silk has a cooling effect on warm summer nights. The paisley pattern makes the
plaid extremely. The throw measures 130x180 cm.

5038 SILK

KATRIN LEUZE
- COLLECTION -

COLORS 100% SILK PAISLEY
311

303

259

314

309

310

305

315

266

5038 SILK

KATRIN LEUZE
- COLLECTION -

7000 SATIN
The relaxing-set, eye mask set, cherrystone cushion and the sac lavender are without or with a golden
or silver Swarovski diamanté-band avaivable.

ecru

beige

black

7089 00 32
TRAVELING KIT SATIN
This luxurious travel-set is your perfect companion on an air or train journey and ideal on long car
journeys. The high quality satin material for the eye mask, cushion and bag gives every wearer a
touch of Hollywood. The shawl is made of 100 % finest cashmere 70% of best cashmere wool and
30% of finest silk and keeps you pleasantly warm. The shawl measures 70x205 cm and the cushion is
available in the size 35x20 cm.

7000 SATIN

KATRIN LEUZE
- COLLECTION -

7000 00 30 / 7000 44 30
RELAX SET SATIN STRASS
available with or without Strass
This enchanting relax-set comprises
of a silky soft combination of
eyeshades and neck cushion and
lives up to its name “relax”. The set is
made of an extravagantly gleaming
satin and invites relaxation. Through
your body heat the soft pleasant
perfume from a combination of six
different herbs and organic millet
chaff enfolds. Wellness at home.

7000 00 40 / 7000 44 40
CHERRYSTONE CUSHION SATIN STRASS
available with or without Strass
An extremely luxurious and high quality cherry
stone cushion cover measuring 20x20 cm. It is
made of finest satin which reflects its unique
soft feel-good experience. Cherry stones are
not only supposed to be good for alleviation of
pain when they are warm, but they can also
cool and because of that cherry stones are a
real miracle cure. The cushion is also available
with a glossy silver or golden Swarovski
diamanté-band. The cushion cover is delivered
with a cherry stone cushion.

7000 00 31 / 7000 44 31
EYE MASK SET SATIN STRASS
available with or without Strass
This useful and enchanting eyeshade
set comprises of eyeshades and
accompanying case out of silky soft
gleaming satin. The material is
pleasant on the skin; the elastic band
can hardly be felt. The exclusive
eyeshades provide optimum
darkness in light rooms and a
relaxing sleep. The perfect accessory
for your well-being at home and
travelling.

7000 SATIN

KATRIN LEUZE
- COLLECTION -

7000 44 58
SAC / LAVENDER SATIN STRASS
available with or without Strass
This enchanting bag made of gleaming soft satin is
filled with a lavender cushion and envelopes your
senses with its fragrance. In stress situations, the
lavender can soothe your nerves and can help you to
sleep. The glamourous, silver Swarovski diamantéband adorns the bag and turns it into a sparkling
jewel. The satin bag has a diameter of 11 c, a height
of 15 cm and is delivered with a lavender cushion.

7000 00 20
EYE MASK SATIN
Pure relaxation – with these silky soft
eyeshades out of glossy satin a
relaxed night’s sleep is guaranteed.
The material is pleasant on the skin;
the elastic band can hardly be felt.
These exclusive eyeshades keep all
light out of the eyes. Ideal as a gift for
friends, who travel a lot or who
experience restless nights. All will
value this gift.

7000 SATIN

KATRIN LEUZE
- COLLECTION -

7000 00 67
UNDERWEAR BAG SATIN
The classy lingerie bag is made of most beautiful satin and is the perfect place for your elegant items.
It is also the optimal companion on journeys. Decorated with Swarovski diamanté-stones and bound
with a soft satin ribbon, this lingerie bag has an extravagant appearance and is an enviable eyecatcher. The lingerie bag is 28x19 cm when closed.

7000 00 57
LAUNDRY BAG SATIN
This wonderful, elegant clothes bag out of the finest satin is the perfect place to keep your lingerie. It is
ideal for travelling. Decorated with Swarovski diamanté give it an extravagant appearance. The bag
can be closed by the supple satin band.
size: 30x33cm

7000 SATIN

KATRIN LEUZE
- COLLECTION -

COLOUR CARD SATIN

ecru

beige

light pink

black

7000 SATIN

KATRIN LEUZE
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83 80% WOOL – 20% POLAYMIDE

camel

powdered

8335 71 43 / 8310 71 43
KNITTED PLAID CABLE / CABLE RABBIT
size: 130x170cm

cable rabbit

83 80% WO – 20% PA

KATRIN LEUZE
- COLLECTION -

light pink

camel

grey mel.

anthracite

8335 71 50
HOT WATER BOTTLE CABLE
content: 1,85l

8335 78 79
STORM LAMP
The storm lantern is perfect suited to all winter nights, to
summers on the terrace or as a romantic decoration in the
living-room or bedroom. The table lantern creates a
wonderful and harmonious atmosphere and due to the wool
mix casing a classy and fancy accessory making the room
look stylish. The lantern is available in heights of 22 cm, 35
cm.

83 80% WO – 20% PA

KATRIN LEUZE
- COLLECTION -

84 ALPACA MIX

dark beige mel.

grey mel.

light pink

8435 71 43
KNITTED PLAID CABLE
size: 130x180cm

84 WOOL MIX
ALPACA MIX

KATRIN LEUZE
- COLLECTION .

dark beige mel.

grey mel.

light pink

8435 40 43
KNITTED PLAID COARSE

84 WOOL MIX
ALPACA MIX

KATRIN LEUZE
- COLLECTION -

dark beige mel.

grey mel.
light pink

8435 39 43
KNITTED PLAID RIB

84 WOOL MIX
ALPACA MIX

KATRIN LEUZE
- COLLECTION -

PLAID LUREX
size: 130x180cm

84 WOOL MIX
ALPACA MIX

KATRIN LEUZE
- COLLECTION -

86 100% WOOL

terracotta mel.

jeans blue

grey mel.

anthracite mel.

8638 84 43
PLAID PAISLEY
size: 130x180cm

86 100% WOOL

KATRIN LEUZE
- COLLECTION -

beige / ecru

anthracite / ecru

light grey / ecru

sand / ecru

8600 02 43
PLAID DOUBLEFACE
size: 130x180cm

86 100% WOOL

KATRIN LEUZE
- COLLECTION -

87 40% LAMBSWOOL – 25% VISCOUS –15% POLYAMIDE

grey / beige

grey / ecru

8787 01 43
PLAID PANAMA
size: 130x180cm

87 40% LAMBSWOOL – 25% VISCOUS –15% POLYAMIDE

KATRIN LEUZE
- COLLECTION -

87 LAMBSWOOL MIX BRAIDED

beige mel.

camel
grey

anthracite

ecru

8790 01 43
PLAID BRAIDED
size: 130x180cm
price: 249,00€

ecru Swarovski

87 LAMBSWOOL MIX BRAIDED

KATRIN LEUZE
- COLLECTION -

88 CASHMERE MIX WOVEN

8889 00 43
PLAID STRAP
size: 130x180cm

grey mel. / dark brown

camel / orange

sand / dark brown

dark grey mel. / dark brown

anthracite / dark brown
colour card carrying strap

white

old pink

lead

anthracite

orange

88 CASHMERE MIX WOVEN

KATRIN LEUZE
- COLLECTION -

8887 00 43
PLAID PANAMA
size: 140x180cm

grey

ecru

88 CASHMERE MIX WOVEN

KATRIN LEUZE
- COLLECTION -

8884 00 43
PLAID GEOMETRIC
size: 140x180cm

blue / ecru

pink / ecru

88 CASHMERE MIX WOVEN

KATRIN LEUZE
- COLLECTION -

91 100% CASHMERE WOVEN

9139 65 43
PLAID EMBROIDERY
size: 125x200 cm

91 100% CASHMERE WOVEN

KATRIN LEUZE
- COLLECTION -

9187 00 43
PLAID PANAMA BEIGE
Thanks to the panama-pattern the cushion gets more roughened and more pleasant to your skin. Very
special: the fringe makes the cushion the most casual.
size: 140x200cm

9187 00 43
PLAID PANAMA GREY / BLUE

91 100% CASHMERE WOVEN

KATRIN LEUZE
- COLLECTION -

9139 00 43
PLAID WOVEN
size: 130x180cm

9139 00 43
PLAID 40% CASHMERE – 60% BAMBOO
size: 130x180cm

91 100% CASHMERE WOVEN

KATRIN LEUZE
- COLLECTION -

9400 MICRO-POLYESTER FLEECE

silver

9400 00 43
PLAID 100% MICRO POLYESTER FLEECE
This plaid is always usefull. Thanks to the micro polyester fleece it is very robust, warm and ligth – the
perfect companion for cold winter days and and mild summer nights.
size: 150x200cm

nougat

ecru

9400 FLEECE MICRO-POLYESTER

KATRIN LEUZE
- COLLECTION -

9500 FLEECE COTTON

9500 00 43 / 9500 65 43
PLAID FLEECE COTTON
size: 130x180cm
9500 00 41 / 9500 65 41
CUSHION FLEECE COTTON
size: 45x45cm
This usefull plaif is made of a pleasent fleece.cotton-mix. The plaid can be easily fold and be used as
the filling for the suitable cushion. Feel free to persoanlize the plaid and cushion with your corporate
logo.
personalized cushions and plaids on request

9500 FLEECE COTTON

KATRIN LEUZE
- COLLECTION -

COLORS FLEECE COTTON UNI
ecru

camel

cacao

dark brown

grey

light grey

turquoise

petrol

light green

purple

rose

9500 FLEECE COTTON

KATRIN LEUZE
- COLLECTION -

9500 FLEECE COTTON PRINTED

18850 garden grey mel.

18984 Primavera

18898 Floral ecru rot/blau

19069 Blumen beige ecru

19522 Orchidea

95 FLEECE COTTON PRINTED

KATRIN LEUZE
- COLLECTION -

19014 Garden ecru

19249 Ton in Ton Floral

Wald

Ornament türkis ecru

9500 93 43
PLAID PRINTED
size: 160x200cm

95 FLEECE COTTON PRINTED

